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ABSTRACT 

The influence of traditional Chinese art permeates Alexander Tcherepnin's piano 

compositions, particularly his Five Concert Studies, Op. 52. A survey of Tcherepnin's 

life, his musical achievements, and the impact various cultural influences exerted on his 

musical development reveals the depth of feeling Tcherepnin possessed for China and 

things Chinese. As a product of Tcherepnin's "Chinese Years" (1934-1937), the Five 

Concert Studies, Op. 52, show the direct influence of specific Chinese elements and 

original art forms that the composer imitated, including the Pi YingXi (Shadow Play), 

Mu OuXi (a traditional puppet show that Tcherepnin translated as Punch and Judy), and 

the sound of the pipa (a guitar-like plucked instrument) and the qin (a zither-like 

stringed instnmient or lute). 

Alexander Tcherepnin could not have written these pieces without firsthand 

knowledge of the Chinese culture to which he was deeply attracted. The Five Concert 

Studies are a culmination of his initial travels in China, his involvement with the 

development of an indigenous Chinese school of piano writing and his great love for the 

Chinese people. 
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introduction 

Alexander Tcherepnin' wrote the following words in his unpublished manuscript: 

In 1934, during my first concert tour in the Far East, I became fascinated 
by Chinese traditional, theatrical, an[d] folk music as [weU] as by Chinese 
national insttuments, their sound and the techniques of playing. 

The pentatonic scale on which the Chinese music is generally based appealed 
to me for many reason[s]. [It] provided a rest fi-om chromatic thinking and 
enriched my musical vocabularj'. 

The Five Concert Studies, Op. 52 were composed in 1934-36 and came as a 
result of the strong musical impression that I have received in China ' 

The quotation above signaled Tcherepnin's passion for Chinese ctilture and the 

"love affair" between the composer and the coimtry. Alexander Tcherepnin is 

remembered as an important historical figure in China's musical community. HQs music is 

highly admired. People especially appreciate the effort he made to integrate different 

cultural elements into his compositions, and how in doing so, he created a unique 

musical language. 

Alexander Tcherepnin, a Russian bom composer, pianist, and conductor, whose 

musical personality has been described as "quicksilver, egregiously cosmopolitan,"^ 

traveled and lived in many different countries encountering many different cultures. It 

seems reasonable that these special life experiences account for the vital character, rich 

The spelling of this Russian composer's name ^pears in Tcherepnin, Tcherepnine, and 
Cherepnin, etc. The author chooses "Tcherepnin" as the ofBcial spelling in this document. 
^ Alexander Tcherepnin's unpublished manuscript, n.d. Private collection of Mme. 
Tcherepnin. Quoted from Chi-Jen Chang, Alexander Tcherepnin. His Influence on Modem 
Chinese Music, p. 114. 
 ̂ The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, vol. 18, p. 637. 
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diversity, and unique flavor of his compositions. Because he was a pianist-composer, 

piano was his instrument of choice in his music for solo instruments, and works for 

piano appear throughout his musical career. In this document, I -will outline Alexander 

Tcherepnin's development as a composer and show how contemporary cultural 

influences shaped his musical personality. The central part of this document will focus 

on his "Chinese Years" (1934-1937) and discuss how he absorbed the Chinese elements 

and incorporated them in his musical writing. In addition, I will give special attention to 

his contribution to and support of the development of Chinese piano composition. 

Five Concert Studies, Op. 52, completed during his stay in China, is a work 

definitely based on Chinese elements. I will discuss the composer's inspiration for each 

separate piece and describe the original art forms that Tcherepnin imitated (see infi-a, pp 

62-107). I will then attempt to evaluate the work and offer some appropriate suggestions 

for interpretation, which are based on my experience of playing this work in Mme. 

Tcherepnin's"^ master class. 

Some existing dissertations on Tcherepnin address his works in general terms;^ 

one, in particular, by Chi-Jen Chang, deals with his influence on Chinese music.® No 

dissertation exists discussing the deep influence that Tcherepnin's stay in China had on 

his music. It is hoped that this project will begin to fill the gap. 

Mme. Tcherepnin (Lee Hsien Ming), a Chinese pianist who married A. Tcherepnin in 
1937. The relationship will be described in detail later in this document. 
 ̂ Notably, Guy S. Wuellner's thesis in partial fiilfiUment of his D.Mj\.. degree entitied 

The Complete Piano Music of Alexander Tcherepnin: An Essay Together with a Comprehensive 
Project in Piano Performance, University of Iowa, 1974. 
® Chi-Jen Chang's Ed.D. dissertation entitled Alexaruier Tcherepnin-. His Influence on 
Modem Chinese Music, Columbia University, 1983. 
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The piano music of Alexander Tcherepnin is rarely performed today, perhaps 

because his musical writing is highly individual and hence not easily understood by 

performers and listeners unfamiliar with the cultural background that influenced the 

music. I hope that this study will prove to be illuminating and will document an example 

of the uru'que synergy emerging from juxtaposition of Chinese culture on Western music. 
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Part One 

Alexander Tcherepnin: the Man and the Artist 

L Life and Achievement 

Alexander Tcherepnin was bora on the twenty-first of January, 1899 in St. 

Petersburg, Russia, into a family of extraordinary artists. His father, Nicholay Tcherepnin 

(1873-1945), was a renowned Russian composer-conductor. His mother was Marie 

Benois, the daughter of Albert Benois, the French watercolorist, and his German wife, 

Maria, a pianist. Marie Benois's uncle was the painter Alexander Benois who was well 

known for his association with the Diaghilev Ballet. In Willi Reich's hook. Alexander 

Tcherepnin, it is recorded that among Marie Benois's forebears, there were "the 

Venetian composer Catterino Cavos (1770-1840), and the German poet Johann Friedrich 

Kind (1768-1843), who wrote the libretto of Weber's Der Freischutz. Alexander's 

cousins on his mother's side include the painter Nicholas Benois and the pla3nvright and 

actor Peter Ustinov".^ Marie Benois herself, by Alexander's own account, was a 

"soprano domestico."® 

When Alexander was bom, his father was the conductor of the Imperial Opera 

House and a conducting professor at the St. Petersburg Conservatory of 

Rimsky-Korsakov. As a composer, he was more or less a traditionalist, that is to say, his 

Willi Reich, Alexander Tcherepnin. rev. ed. (Bonn: M.P. BelaiefE  ̂ 1970), p.3 
Nicolas Slonimskv, "Alexander Tcherepnin Septuagenarian," Tempo 87 (1968-69), p.l6 
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music showed a strong influence of Rimsky-Korsakov and the so-called "National 

School in Russian Music." 

Being the Tcherepnin family's only child, Alexander "had the advantage of 

participating completely in the rich cultural heritage.'" He grew up in a household in 

which music held fiill sway. One commentator characterized the extremity of the 

Tcherepnin's devotion to music by drawing an analogy to "God in the lives of the saints: 

it was omnipresent."'" 

Alexander Tcherepnin later wrote the following in his autobiography: 

I was admitted to all musical gatherings and rehearsals at home (where the guests 
included Rimsky-Korsakov, Liadov, Cui, Glazunov, Stravinsky, Prokofieflt 
Diaghilev, Benois, Fokine, Pavlova, and Chaliapin) and at the concert halls 
when father, his ftiends, or his students were conducting, as well as being 
allowed to go to concerts, operas, and ballets." 

Alexander's mother was musical and had a gentle, loving disposition. She was a 

beautifiil woman and beloved by the people around her. Prokofieflf, who was then a 

conducting student of Nicholay, recalled her beauty and remarked that she was dubbed " 

La Belle Marie Tcherepnin" by the students of the St. Petersburg Conservatoty.'" It was 

she who introduced Alexander to music and helped him notate musical ideas at a vety 

early age, even before he could write. In an interview with Guy Freeman, the editor of 

Music Journal, Alexander Tcherepnin spoke for himself: 

' Enrique A. Arias, Alexander Tcherepnin, A Bio - Bibliography, New York: Greenwood 
Press, 1989, p. 3 

Oliver Daniel, Composer Brochure, "Alexander Tcherepnin '̂' New York: Broadcast 
Music, Inc., 1965, p.l. 

Alexander Tcherepnin, "A Short Biogrq)hy," Tempo 130 (1974), p.12. 
Prokofiefit Prokqfieff by Prokqfieff, A Composer's Memoir, Garden City: Double day 

and Co., 1979, p.223. 
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My mother taught me how to write notes before I learned to write letters of the 
alphabet... First I just wrote notes; then I made the connection between notes and 
music. Mama soon put me to singing. Certainly it was before I was five. I was shy, 
but as children were supposed to sing for guests, I would hide under the piano and 
sing from there. Once I learned the notes, I started to manipulate the keys. I began 
to play the piano, reproducing melodies. But that was not enough — I had to put 
this together with that and so I discovered composition. There was absolutely 
nothing miraculous or strange in my beginning to compose. Papa was a composer, 
mama was a singer... so what could I do?" 

As a family the Tcherepnins were drawn closely together by a warmth and love 

as genuine as it was deep. Surrotmded by musicians and breathing musical atmosphere, 

the young Alexander wanted fervently to be a composer, like his father. One day in their 

apartment at St. Petersburg, the five-year-old boy prayed to the icon of St. Alexander, 

his patron saint, saying: "Please, God, arrange for me to become a composer.""' 

From that day, Alexander, known to his close fiiends as Sasha, began his long 

musical career. The young boy quickly amassed a sizable number of original works, 

including not only the piano pieces which one might expect, but even operas and 

symphonic works. In the interview with Freeman, Tcherepnin mentioned his very first 

opera: Ivan the Terrible. "In order to create a strong effect at the death of Ivan, I took a 

big piece of steel, which I dropped. It was a very, very noisy scene and I could do it only 

when my father was not at home."'^ 

The young boy's greatest joy was to improvise at the piano. There is a interesting 

story about improvising in his interview with Freeman: 

"Spinning the Generations," an interview between Guy Freeman and Alexander 
Tcherepnin, 34:10, n7, September 1976, p.ll. 

Ibid. 
Ibid. 
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Under us, in the flat in Sl Petersburg, lived the brother of Tchaikowslw. One day, 
when I was nine or ten. I received a letter from him: "Dear Sasha, I am an old man, 
and I am very sick. Please, will you stop your improvisations!" Then I stopped not 
just practicing, but everything. I realized how much of a nuisance I was for people. 
A few days later, another letter arrived: "Dear Sasha, I am well again, so, please, 
continue your improvisations." But it was too latel Even now I cannot touch the 
piano to try out what I am composing unless I am certain that no one can hear me. 
Otherwise, I feel as though I am utterly exposed." 

Alexander felt he could do his improvisations only when his father was not home, 

fearing a lack of parental approval. Nicholay Tcherepnin did not want to develop his 

son's musical interest, for he felt that a musician's life was hard and nerve-wracking.'' 

He wanted his son to become a "gentleman-farmer."'^ 

Alexander showed an imagination brim full of musical ideas in the very early 

stage of his composing career, and he brought those ideas to life by creating some very 

unique sonorities. As a boy, he composed about two hundred small piano pieces along 

Avith operas and orchestral scores. Sasha was totally involved in his own musical world. 

Yet it is interesting to see that it was not a composition, but a performance, which was a 

turning point in the young composer's life: Nicholay's initial reluctance to encourage 

little Alexander's musical striving gave way to earnest support when his son 

demonstrated sincere evidence of his purpose by his intelligent and sensitive 

performance of a Sarabande from J.S. Bach's English Suite in A Minor at a family 

gathering.'® Nevertheless, Nicholay insisted that Alexander should not receive strictly 

Ibid. 
Willi Reich, Alexander Tcherepnin, p. 5. 
Phillip Ramey. "Tcherepnin at Seventy." New York Philharmonic Program Book, New 

York: New York Philharmonic, February 1969, p. 28. 
" Reich. Alexander Tcherepnin, p. 11. 
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professional training at the Conservatory until he had completed his general studies. This 

meant that Alexander's &st serious studies in theory did not begin until he was nineteen, 

when he became a student of the St. Petersburg Conservatory. Those studies during his 

gymnasium (high school) years which lasted from 1908 to 1917, were frequently 

interrupted by illness, which made it necessary for him to spend long periods of 

convalescence in the Crimea 

During these teenage years, Alexander took private piano lessons with Leocadia 

Kashperova, a pupil of Anton Rubinstein. Meanwhile, he continued his "unconscious" 

evolution as a composer "by assuming the aspirations of Russia's musical avant-garde."*' 

As for composition, in 1964, the composer recalled; 

As mentionecL during the first fourteen years of my creative life in the field of 
composition, I was left entirely to myself, with no iiistruction, no supervision, 
no other way of learning the reactions of other people than by performing 
compositions on the stage." 

Not knowing that circumstances beyond his control would allow only the 

completion of his freshman year, Alexander began his college career in 1917 at St. 

Petersburg University where he studied law, and at the same time was admitted into the 

Conservatory.^ The strict regimentation of the Conservatory was not greatly attractive 

to him; on the other hand, Alexander took special interest in the lectures on history and 

Ibid. p. 12. 
Reich, p. 12. 

^ Tcherepnin. "Short Autobiography," p. 13. 
^ According to Reich, p. 15, for admission to the conservatory, Alexander submitted "ten 
piano pieces, and a fevv orchestral scores from among his compositions." According to Daniel, 
p.l, his output up to this time included "orchestral scores, operas, ballets, five piano concertos, 
twelve piano sonatas and a raft of vocal and chamber works." 
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aesthetics by Professor Karatiguin in the University. This interest in a broad general 

education prepared him for his later research into the philosophic and historical roots of 

the Russian musical tradition.-"^ 

At the Conservatory, Alexander was introduced to traditional harmony in the 

classes of Nicholay Sokoloff. Only then did Tcherepnin realize how unorthodox his own 

approach to harmony had been. Looking back at his development as a composer, he 

noted; 

Even in my earliest childhood I realized that., joy and sorrow are coexisting and 
cannot be separated from each other. As childish as it seems, it brought me to the 
idea of the combination of major and minor. I had always felt that the major-minor 
triad of C. E-flat, E-natural and G is a fimdamental, final chord, and therefore 
consonant, stable... Later I realize that one of the reasons for this was that the ear 
protested against well-tempered, pitch (in which the intervals are different from 
the natural intervals);... and the urge for the major-minor triad was due to the 
discrepancy between what I heard within me and what I was able to produce by the 
conventional medium of so-called "musical" sound... 
The acceptance of the major-minor triad restilted in further acceptance of many 
other unorthodox chords, and so it came that already in my earliest compositions, 
the function of dissonance was losL Modes replaced tonalities, and the self-made 
musical language, resulting from what was instinctive in me, was the tool which 
enabled me to materialize my musical thoughts and ideas.̂  

The winter of 1917 was the most brutal that Russia had experienced since that of 

1812. It was also the year of the Russian Revolution. Famine was common in St. 

Petersburg. People sold their books and music so that they could have enough to eat. 

Nicholay, after receiving an invitation to become the director of the Conservatory, 

decided to move his family to Tiflis (now Tbilisi), the capital of the still independent state 

of Georgia in the Caucasus. Shortly after their arrival, Alexander contracted typhus and 

Arias. Alexander Tcherepnin. p. 5. 
Tcherepnin. "Short Autobiography," pp. 13-14. 
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Spanish Influenza, doubtless caused by the prolonged lack of nutrition. When he 

recovered, he studied history and philosophy at the University — studies which interested 

him more than music theory. At the Conservatory, he continued studyingpiano with 

Tamara Ter Stepannova and counterpoint with Thomas de Hartmann.-® 

There, Alexander entered upon an extremely active life, serving as a music critic 

for newspapers, concertizing as a touring artist in Georgia and Armenia, working as the 

music director of a chamber theater, founding a local music society, and certainly, 

continuing his work as a composer. Tiflis was an exotic city which blended eastern and 

western cultural elements, so it was here in Georgia that the maturing composer received 

his first important stimulation fi-om folk music. At the same time Alexander began to 

shed the clothes of an "unconscious" composer and to put on the garments of a 

"conscious" one, by solidifying his musical thinking into the "sound system" of the 

so-called "nine-step scale."-' 

This famous scale which bears his name in the dictionaries of Riemann and 

Slonimsky consists of nine notes in the form of three conjunct tetrachords, each 

containing a whole tone and two semitones."® 

Arias, Alexander Tcherepnin, p. 5. 
Guy Wuellner. The Complete Piano Music of Alexander Tcherepnin: An Essay 

Together with A Comprehensive Project in Piano Performance, D.M.A. Thesis, University of 
Iowa, 1974, p. II. 

Christopher Palmer. "Alexander Tcherepnin," The New Grove Dictionary ofMusica and 
Musicians, vl. 18, p. 637. 
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Example 1. The Tcherepnin Scale 

i,>r , '  •„ 
i ; o  7 0  q o  

I I 

In. addition to his duties at the Conservatory, Nicholay became the music director 

of the Tiflis Opera. Thus both father and son in the Tcherepnin family were at the center 

of the musical life of this city, which must have seemed so different from cosmopolitan 

St. Petersburg. The experience of living in Tiflis had a great impact on the younger 

Tcherepnin's musical style, for it made him aware of the many possibilities of altered 

scales, of the equality-of major and minor tonalities and their potential combination. 

Above all, the ethnic and musical diversity of Russia was here dramatically apparent.^ 

If St. Petersburg gave the younger Tcherepnin the necessary contacts with 

important Russian artists of the time, Tiflis allowed him to experience oriental culture 

and music at first hand. The combination of these two outlooks, the western and the 

oriental, set the tone for all his subsequent development.^® 

However, the political unrest in Russia soon spread to the Caucasus. By 1921 the 

Russian Communists had moved to Georgia, and it was no longer possible for the 

Tcherepnin family to stay. Therefore, Nicholay decided to move his family to France. 

After a boat trip from Tiflis to Marseilles, they traveled through France to Paris, and 

 ̂ Arias. Alexander Tcherepnin. p. 6. 
30 Ibid. 
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settled in the French capital for the next twenty-eight years (1921-1949).^' There, 

Nichoiay became the conductor of the Diaghilev Ballet. Paris in the 1920s was a center 

of great artistic energy. Boulanger was there, Gertrude Stein was a guiding spirit for 

American writers, and the brilliant Stravinsky was writing his incredible ballets.^" It was a 

strange and exciting time for the younger Tcherepnin, who later recalled his j5rst 

impressions: 

However, when I finally came to Paris in the fall of 1921, with a suitcase of my 
manuscripts and a small dog named "Touchkan'' whom I had picked up on the 
streets of Tiflis, I found that my way of thinking about musical progress was 
somehow identical with the views of western composers of my generation. The 
western trend toward polyphony, the organization of chromatic writing, and the 
use of medieval polyphonic devices with or without classical forms corresponded 
precisely to my idea of the orgamzation of chromaticism via two hexachords (which 
could also serve to organize the twelve-tone scale) or via varieties of nine-step 
scales, and to search for a new approach to polyphony that I saw in Interpoint.̂  ̂

The "Interpoint" appearing in the above quotation refers to the new contrapuntal 

species that Tcherepnin used frequently in his compositions. It "allows one self-contained 

set of two contrapuntal voices to enter the cavity in another similar set, provided no 

overlapping takes place; this second set may then enter a third, again with the same 

proviso, and so on."^ 

Alexander thus came to Paris a fijUy formed composer with definite ideas about 

aesthetics and the compositional process. He also learned firom many leading composers. 

David Ewen. ed., "Alexander Tcherepnin," Composers Since 1900 (New York: H. W. 
Wilson, 1969), p. 581. 

Arias, Alexnader Tcherepnin. p. 6. 
Tcherepninu "Autobiography," pp. 15-16. 

 ̂ Christopher Palmer, '"^Alexander Tcherepnin," The New Grove Dictionary of Music and 
Musicians, vol. 18, p. 637. 
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particularly those that comprised "Les Six," who shared his anti-Impressionist emphasis 

on clarity, biting dissonance, and contrapuntal textures. Simply put, "Tcherepnin was in 

the right place at the right time."^^ 

One of the most important figures in Tcherepnin's musical life was Isidore 

Philipp, the famous Parisian piano pedagogue, who was not only Tcherepnin's piano 

teacher but also his general professional adviser. As Arias wrote in his book: 

Philipp -ft-as so impressed with this Russian student that he gave him free lessons 
after several months of studY....the impression Philipp made was lasting and deep. 
French [sic] were Tcherepnin's clarity of performance,̂  his use of a low wrist and 
emphatic finger movement. More importantly, he learned from Philipp the nobility 
of the teacher's profession. Philipp took a considerable interest in Tcherepnin the 
composer, introducing him to such publishers as Durand, Heugel, Eschig, and 
Hamelle. Philipp became, in a sense, Tcherepnin's second father.̂ " 

Settling in France between the two World Wars, Tcherepnin became a leading 

member of the famous "Ecole de Paris."^^ For him, Paris served as the springboard for 

extensive concertizing throughout Europe, the United States, and later, the Far East. 

Several events in the mid 1920s brought Alexander Tcherepnin to world attention. One 

was his victory in the prestigious Schott Competition in 1925, for which Hindemith was 

one of the judges. This established Tcherepnin as one of the most important of the 

younger group of composers. The other was the commission of a ballet by Anna 

" Arias. Alexander Tcherepnin, p. 7. 
^ Here it means that Tcherepnin's piano plajong had a clear French quality. — author. 
" Ibid. 

The name, used by the plastic arts back to 1910, was borrowed to designate foreign 
artists living in Paris. When Tcherepnin joined in Ecole de Paris in 1925, its members included 
Marcel Mihalovici, Bohuslav Martinu, TiborHarsanyi, Conrad Beck, and later, Alexander 
Tansman. [see Arias, p.?]. 
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Pavlova. Anna Pavlova was a very famous Russian ballerina who made her debut in 

Nicholay Tcherepnin's Pavilion d'Armide in 1909, andin the 1920s she frequendy 

performed the elder Tcherepnin's Dionysus. The music Alexander created for her 

Buddhist-subject ballet turned out to be very successful, and Pavlova included the work 

in her 1924 American tour.^' 

In the late 1920s Tcherepnin started to tire of his own technical devices. "The life 

of a composer," he wrote, "it's a continued drive towards progress, so I looked for a 

new means, for a deeper meaning of art."^ He did not want to mechanically repeat 

himself in his compositions, so he began to reconsider his values in order to get nearer to 

people. He meditated on Russian music, the Russian people, the Russian 

Weltanschauung,'̂  ̂ and on the Russian mission in art.^- Tcherepnin belived that Russia 

had a message to bring to the East, as it had received messages from the West. As far as 

artistic influences were concerned, he commented: 

To a Russian the East is not exotic; it is familiar, a part of the Russian nature. 
Western influence on Russia might be materially important but ft has been spiritually 
destroying, while Eastem influence has been of great artistic and spiritual value. 
The influence of Tibetan sacred painting on the Russian icon is obvious and 
important; the influence of Eastem music is manifest in such masterpieces as Prince 
Igor and On the Steppes of Central Asia of Borodin, and in Scheherazade of 
Rimsky-Korsakov, just to mention a few of many examples.'® 

So when the opportunities came to him, Tcherepnin, a Russian, recognized his 

afiBliation with the East as being quite natural. He also found the Eurasian 

39 Arias, p. 8. 
Tcherepnin, Short Autobiography, p. 16. 
Weltanschauung, a German word which means "world-view. 
Ibid., p. 17. 
Ibid. 

40 
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Weltanschauug a stimulation, both philosophically and musically. He then began to look 

into musical folklore in order to "get away" from his own musical formulas."^ 

One of the "opportunities" was his trip to the far East in the 1930's with China 

being the center where Tcherepnin lived and taught for three years. This opportunity 

proved to be profound importance in his compositional and personal life. As a direct 

result of this trip, he wrote a number of oriental flavored works, and he married a 

charming Chinese pianist, Lee Hsien Ming.^^ 

At the close of the Second World War, Tcherepnin resumed his concert 

activities, including annual tours to tlie United States. As a result of a 1948 concert tour 

in the USA, Tcherepnin and his wife were invited the following year to teach at the 

School of Music of the DePaul University in Chicago. After repeated offers they 

accepted. Tcherepnin recalls: 

I was celebrating my 50th birthday in Monte Carlo. My manager sent a cable 
asking why I was delaying so long in accepting the DePauI University offer 
and that I should answer yes right away. I talked about it %vith my friends and 
then Maiy Garden, who was at the party, said to me, "Chicago brought me 
luck — it will bring 5'ou luck, too.'̂ '̂  

The Tcherepnins were initially planning to stay for only a year in 1949. The following 

year, 1950, however, they decided to extend their visit one more year, and "they 

returned with their three sons ~ Peter, Serge, and Ivan, and the composer's mother.. 

^ Ibid. 
See infra, pp 66-67. 
Gerry Wallerstein. '"Happv Birthdav to Alexander Tcherepnin." Clavier  ̂XIII/I (January 

1974), p. 15. 
Wallerstein, p. 15. Tcherepnin's mother died in December 1958 (see Reich, p. 75); his 

father Nicholay had already died in Paris in June 1945 (see Christopher Palmer, "Tcherq)nin," 
The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, v. 18, p. 636). 
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The Tcherepnins' enthusiasm for their experiences there caused them to make Chicago 

their new home, their "visit" finally stretching to fifteen years."^ The permanent contract 

with DePaul University "was terminated only when the composer reached his 65th 

birthday and used that as a pretext to slow down a bit and to have more time for 

composing and concertizing."'' The Tcherepnins were very happy residing there, with 

the composer even becoming a United States citizen on April I, 1958/° 

After leaving DePauL, In the mid-1960s, by dividing his residence between 

apartments in New York (170 W. 73rd Street) and Paris (2 rue Furstemberg), 

Tcherepnin returned to fiill participation in musical life in Europe/' One significant trip 

was his return in early 1967 to his native Russia for concerts at the invitation of the 

Soviet government: afl:er an absence of forty-nine years, Tcherepnin performed for 

audiences in Leningrad (the old St. Petersburg), Moscow, and Tiflis. The only other 

composer who had been given that honor before was Prokofieff/-

January 21, 1974 was a notable day, for Tcherepnin reached his seventy-fifth 

birthday. A series of celebratory events took place in New York: a special concert and 

reception was given by the National Arts Club of New York on January 22; on February 

4, "The Bohemians," a New York musicians' club, staged a "Tribute to Alexander 

^ Reich, p. 59-60. 
Wallerstein, p. 16. 

^ Guy Wuellner, The Complete Piano Music of Alexander Tcherepnin, p. 16. 
Ibid 
Adelaida Katigbak, "A Conversation with Alexander Tcherepnin." The Piano Quarterly 

62 (Winter, 1967-68), P. 24-25. 
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Tcherepnin on the Occasion of His 75th Birthday Anniversary," with Nicholai Gedda, 

Tossy Spivakovsky, and Grant Johannesen performing Tcherepnin's works. Two 

articles were published in 1974: "Happy Birthday to Alexander Tcherepnin" by Gerry 

Wallerstein (Clavier, January 1974: 10-17) and "Tcherepnin's Diamond Jubilee" (same 

author. Pan Pipes, March 1974; 22). That same year. Music Journal cited Alexander 

Tcherepnin as "one of the world's greatest living composers."^ 

On the twenty-nineth of September, 1977, the seventy-eight-year old Alexander 

Tcherepnin died in his Paris home. 

EE. Years in China ri934-1937') 

A. First Arrival 

Each stage of Tcherepnin's career coindded with a dramatic change of residence. 

The events of 1934 brought no exception. Early that year, two of Tcherepnin's operas. 

Die Hochzeit der Sobeide and Oi Oi, won great success in both Europe and America. 

Notwithstanding this welcome acclaim, he prepared to embark on a world tour arranged 

by his American manager, A. Strok, mainly for the purpose of studying and collecting 

Asian folk art forms. The tour was to begin in China, and would take him to Japan, the 

Philippines, Singapore, Egypt, and Palestine; instead, Tcherepnin changed his mind and 

decided to stay in China. 

Tcherepnin arrived in Shanghai in early April of 1934. On April 12, The 

North-China Daily News, an English newspaper in Shanghai, reported his arrival and 

^ See Wuellner, p. 17. 
^ Sq& Music Journal, XXXII/3 (March, 1974). 
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introduced him to the local Western community. In response to the reporter, Tcherepnin 

spoke of his plans: 

I have been for so many years surrounded by music. It is time that I refiesh n^self at 
its source. I want to hear the songs labourers sing at their work, and that beggars 
chant in the streets if they chant in China.̂  ̂

He elaborated on his philosophy of composition in the same newspaper: 

It is not in the conservatories that a student should seek his training, but in the 
villages, and in their hearts, but unfortunately, artifidalit\' is invading Europe. Once 
the vendors sang songs of their own creation. Today they hum popular times. The 
original flavour is gone. So I hope to find something of it as I travel. Wherever I go, 
it is the songs of the people [sic], themselves that I listen for, and rejoice in wherever 
I find them.̂ ' 

Shanghai, the largest city in Asia, was the center of Western musical culture in 

China. By the time Tcherepnin arrived, Shanghai boasted an excellent symphony 

orchestra known as "Number One Orchestra of the Far East,"" as well as a 

Conservatory, the National Conservatory of Music (the former Shanghai Conservatory 

of Music) founded in 1927, where the majority of professors were Russian musicians. 

The city became quite westernized in the 1930s because of its geographic position as a 

Pacific seaport and because it was economically developed. Its attractiveness enticed 

many renowned foreign musicians into moving there. Tcherepnin's own description of 

Shanghai is as follows: 

...Soon, on both banks of the river, which are absolutely flat, you see houses built 
in English fashion, factories, hangers, and godowns (or warehouses). The sight 
so resembles that of a western city, you hardly believe this is Shanghai... 

55 "Young Composers in Shanghai," The North-China Daily News, April 12, 1934 
^ Ibid. 
" Bian Meng, ' The Development 
of Modem Chinese Pianistic Culture, (Beijing: Chinese Music Press, 1996), p. 16. 
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Shanghai is the representative dt\- of modem China. It consists of an International 
concession, A French concession, and two Chinese towns, and ft counts about three 
million inhabitants, one hundred thousands of them being foreigners.̂ ® 

Since Tcherepnin's main purpose was to leam from the Chinese, he had not 

scheduled any concerts in China. Nevertheless, he won great respect from both Chinese 

and Western musicians in Shanghai almost immediately. By May 15, just four weeks 

after his amval in China, Tcherepnin had responded several times to invitations to 

perform his music. 

The first concert took place at the American Women's club,^' on April 27, and 

featured three compositions by Tcherepnin: the Trio, Op 34; the. Petite Suite for Piano, 

Op. 6] and the Toccata for Piano, Op. 1. Other chamber music was performed in the 

same concert by a group of Russian musicians. Tcherepnin played the piano part in his 

own compositions, and he was dejBnitely the "star" of the occasion and received the most 

attention in the review which appeared in the following morning's paper: 

Despite his most charming personality, retiring and unpretentious, Mr. Tcherepnine 
as a composer relates his descriptions with power and penetration.... The audiences 
were enthusiastic in their applause, and paid him the compliment of demanding 
an encore.̂  

Tcherepnin. "'Music in Modem China," The Musical Quarterly October 1935, 
pp. 391-395. 

The American Women's Club in Shanghai was an important oiganization for the support 
of Western classical music in the 1930s. The concert in which Tcherepnin was invited to play 
was the club's "20th Chamber Music Concert." see Chi-Jen Chang. Alexander Tcherepnin: His 
Influence on Modem Chinese Music, p. 42. 

"Recital at A.W.C.," The North-China Times. 28 April, 1934. For more details, see 
Chang, pp. 41-42. 
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On May 4, on the recommendation of his good friend Boris Zakharofi^®' 

Tcherepnin offered a recital devoted exclusively to his composition in the auditorium of 

the National Conservatory in Shanghai. The audience at this concert consisted mostly of 

students and faculty. According to several musicians who attended this particular 

concert, the impact of Tcherepnin's performance was enormous.®^ 

The third concert that Tcherepnin presented in Shanghai was in collaboration 

with the Shanghai Municipal Symphony conducted by Mario Paci® on May 13. 

Tcherepnin was the soloist in his own Piano Concerto No. 2 in A minor. Op. 25. He also 

performed his Transcriptions of Slavic Songs, Op. 27. This concert was held at the 

Boris ZakharofF, a very important figure in the history of the Shanghai Conservatory of 
Music, was a student of C. Godowsk\'. This Russian pianist had graduated from St. Petersburg 
Conservatory in the same class with Prokofieff. Prokofieff respected him greatly and dedicated 
his Prelude in C Major to him. His wife was violinist Sicilia Hanson, a student of the femous 
Leopold Auer. who left Zakharoff on a concert tour in Japan in late 1920s. Zakharoff then 
moved to Shanghai and accepted the offer of joining the piano feculty at the Shanghai 
Conservatory of Music. He became the chairman of the Piano Department and the leading 
professor, and estabUshed a solid piano program for the school which would earn an excellent 
reputation worldwide. 

There are some articles in Chinese by He Luting 
<< » 1/9/- September 1982. p. 18, and Jiang Pingxian 

» 4,1982,p.4 
Mario Paci (1877-1946) graduated from the Milan Conservatory. He was the founder 

and conductor of the Shanghai Municipal Symphony in 1919. From Tcherepnin's account of Paci 
and the Orchestra: "Shanghai is the representative city of modem China.... The municipality of 
the international concession pays a subvention to a symphony orchestra consisting of aitists of all 
nations, well trained under the direction of an enlightened musician and conductor, Mario Paci. 
He came to China eighteen years ago, and it is through his efforts that the Municipal Orchestra 
has become an important fector in the musical life of Shanghai. Paci looked upon his job as 
missionary work. In his independent mind he conceived a plan to educate his public by 
introducing it not only to the usual symphom'c repertory, but also the latest compositions of the 
modems. He played, sometimes in advance of his western colleagues, works of Respighi, Rieti, 
Malpiero, de Falla, Ravel, Kodaly, Bartok, FCndemith the high standard of his performances, 
together with his great authority, left no valid ground for an effective attack on his venturesome 
programs." (From Tcherepnin, "Music in Modem China," The Musical Quarterly XXIM. 
October, 1935, p.395.) 
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Grand Theater of Shanghai and attracted the largest possible audience in the city. Music 

critics were so enthusiastic that they wrote in 

the next morning's newspaper; 

It was Mr. Tcherepnin's performance with the orchestra, however, which justly 
deserved the acclaim it received from an audience which indisputably expressed 
itself as being not only able, but eager to endorse a modernist of real meriL 
Contrasting sharply with the poetic explorations of Respighi, Mr. Tcherepnine's 
composition. Piano Concerto No. 2 in A Minor (Op. 25) was a cMIenge to all to 
whom the modem idiom is enigma. Nevertheless, in this composition alone 
Mr. Tcherepnin establishes himself as one of the foremost exponents of the new 
musical movement.̂  

This review evidently proved that Tcherepnin was welcome and accepted by 

musical authorities and audiences in Shanghai immediately after his arrival. "Alexander 

Tcherepnin" soon became a very popular name in the community. 

Tcherepnin left Shanghai at the end of May to visit his aunt, Mrs. Horvath nee 

Benois, in Beijing.®^ There he was excited to encounter a greater manifestation of native 

Chinese civilization. If Shanghai was a city which was fiiU of modem and Western 

atmosphere, Beijing was the home of traditional Chinese arts. 

B. Immersion in Traditional Chinese Arts 

Tcherepnin soon became a lover of China and the Chinese culture. Although his 

first Journey to China lasted only two months, Tcherepnin's love for the coimtry and its 

people grew very deep. From Japan, he wrote a letter to Walter Koons on July 25, 1934: 

^ "Municipal Orchestra Concert," The North-China Daily News, 14 May 1934, 
reproduced from Chang, p.46. 

The ofiBcial name at the time of Republic (1911-1949) was "Peiping". After 1949 the 
•ame was changed to "Beijing" as the Westerners are used to call it "Peking." 
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The ~ ever>'day events" were of a delightful nature. I never e.xpecied to JBnd a 
country where people would be so interested in what I can offer them, and then I 
never expected to find so many ideas and art accomplishments. All that I have heard 
of Chinese music, all that I have seen in Chinese theaters, all the art that is aroimd 
you in monimients when you are in Peking, that comes to your home in the form of 
boxes, letter-paper, simple coverings of your purchases — all this — once digested — 
will be in my works — as it is now in me. I studied Chinese notation — even Chinese 
language and letters — in order to get deeper knowledge of the country and people.®® 

a. The Form of the Traditional Peking Opera 

Tcherepnin was amazed by the richness and depth of the traditional Chinese arts. 

He developed a special interest in the unique Chinese art form known as 'Teking Opera," 

and often attended the outdoor theaters in the districts of Dongsi, Xidan, and Qianmen, 

where authentic Peking Opera was produced and performed.®^ 

Peking Opera is known as "the No. 1 Treasure of China." It was developed from 

the Li Yuan (Pear Garden)®^ theater which originated in the Tang Dynasty (A.D. 

618-907). The name is called Jingju otJingxi in China, which is literally translated as 

"theater of the capital". Peking Opera combines and integrates a wide range of art forms. 

As Colin Mackerras puts it: "While other varieties of opera pay attention to the music, 

singing, libretto, costumes, acting, and make-up used within them, Peking Opera stands 

alone in the extent to which these elements are integrated to form a unique whole."®' In 

general, the setting and the artistic treatment of Peking Opera is highly romantic, with 

every sound and gesture being fiiU of meaning. The Chinese poetically describe it as "no 

The letter was published in the Musical Courier (New Yoric), November 1934. 
^ Chang, p. 52 

Li Yuan (the Pear Garden), a school of dramatic art founded by the Vinous Enqjeror 
Ming Huang (A.D. 713-755) who is known today as the Patron Saint of the Chinese theater. 
® Colin Mackerras, Peking Opera. (Hong Kong: Oxford University Press, 1997), prefece 
(vii). 
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sound, except singing; no movement, except dancing. " xf2FTID: , x z;.trT~10
. 

The characters fall into the following classifications: Sheng ~(male roles), dan B 

(female roles), Jing *(painted face), mo *(supporting male role), and chou 1l 

( clown). They are distinguished by their specifically painted facial make-up known as 

lian pu. Each category is subdivided into a few different types according to age and 

personality. Figure 1 through 6 illustrate these characters. 

Figure 1. _'(iao Sheng (a youthful male role) 

The xiao sheng should be a refined and 
cultured young man who recites and sings 
in a high-pitched, semi-falsetto as an 
indication of his youthfulness. 71 

Figure 2. Lao Sheng (an old male role) 

The lao sheng is an aged and beard 
character, often represents a scholar, 
official~ man of gentility or retired 
general. He must be proficient in 
conventional stage technique. In his 
enunciation, he must be fastidiously 
correct, while in acting, he must possess 

grace, dignity and distinction. 72 

70 This theory was initiated by the great Peking Opera scholar, Qi Rusan who will appear 
later in this chapter. 
71 Wu Zuguang, Huang Zuolin and Mei Shaowu, Peking Opera and Mei Lanfang (Beijing, 
New World Press, 198 l), pp. 66-68 . 
72 Ibid. 



The term dan is subdivided 

female role), lao dan (old woman), 

acrobatics).^ 

Figure 3. The Oing Yi (a most properly behaved lach') 

The qing yi is the type representing the good 
niatron, faithful wife  ̂or filial daughter. In this 
type singing is greatly stressed and no fighting 
and acrobatics are required. Her footsteps are 
even and carefiilly taken while in walking the 
feet are kept close to the ground. The hands, 
always in a graceful and dignified position, are 
often crossed. On entering or withdrawing, the 
head is slightly inclined fonvard; on leaving the 
stage the right sleeve is often ele\'ated. 

into five types: qingyi, hua dan, cai dan (comical 

and wit dan (military type, gives exhibitions of 

Figure 4. The Hua Dan (a "flower" dan) 

The hua dan is the role for a vivadous maiden 
or a woman of questionable charaaer. Great 
emphasis being placed on acting. Most charming 
are her ways, as she sways with airy grace on 
the stage, her left hand on her waist and her 
right hand holding a red handkerchief. Her 
every movement vibrates with life, fix)m the 
suggestive glance of her eyes to the turn of her 
head. 

73 

74 

75 

Wu Zuguang, Peking Opera andMei Lanfang, pp. 67-70. 
Ibid. pp. 67-68. 
Ibid. 



Figure 5. The Jing (a painted face) 

The actors of the jing roles are reqiured to 
paint their faces to a high degree  ̂for which 
reason thw are often called hua lion (painted 
faces). Thw must be coarse and heavily built 
and possess voices that are rich and robust, 
while their movements must be dignified. 
Many of the colors of the painted faces have 
specific meaning. For instance, a predominance 
of red indicates that the person is courageous. 
faithfiil. and virtuous: much black indicates a 
fierce and coarse nature: blue denotes cruelty 
while white svmbolizes treacherv. 

Figure 6. The Wen Chou (a civilian clown) 

The general term for clowns is chou. 
Women clowns are called chou dan  ̂while 
the men clowns are divided into "wen chou 
(civilian clowns) and wu chou (warrior 
clowns). The whole group paint their noses 
powder-white, with a few black lines to 
show that thev are clowns. 

76 Ibid. pp. 69-71. 
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It takes a great deal of training for these actors to meet the high demands of the 

stage, since the movements and gestures of Peking Opera are excessively stylized. The 

way performers move, mime, walk, stand, and sit, point their fingers, and stroke their 

beard says as much about their abilities as performers as does their method of singing 

and their articulation of the words of the lyrics.^ 

Music is another irfiportant factor in Peking Opera; people in China who love 

their opera talk about going to D/f (listen to) opera, instead of to "'kan" ̂  

(see) it. Peking Opera's music is an integral necessity in the whole experience, with the 

different characters singing very different styles. Sometimes particular characters sing 

special melodies different from those sung by other types. Alternations in rhythm and 

musical texture give variety to the two basic melodies: erhuangZZJ^  ̂and xipi 

WJS."' but there is also a range of other melodies used in Peking Opera. For instance, 

the influence of kiinqu is quite substantial, and as a result some of the numerous 

melodies of that southern style have found their way into the Peking Opera. 

The orchestra of the traditional Peking Opera is fairly small. One of the most 

prominent instruments is a small drum, the xiaogu, whose player acts also as the 

^ Mackerras, pp.49 - 50. 
 ̂ Erhuang , the music is more graceful, sedate, lower, and slower, appropriate to 

rather serious circumstances. 
 ̂ Xipi ® , the music is more vivacious, quicker, and higher, suitable for more 

light-hearted occasions. 
Kunqu , literally translated as "the tune of Kun". It takes its name from the place 

where it was developed, Kunshan in Jiangsu province. Early in the sixteenth century it was 
regarded as popular drama, but was later molded into a much more sophisticated form of opera, 
[see Colin Mackerras, The Rise of the Peking Opera (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1972), p. 6. 
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orchestral conductor by setting the rhythm for the other musicians. Another instrument 

used for beating out the rhythm is the clapper, ban, which consists of two pieces of 

wood struck against each other to produce a high woody clack. 

Figure 7. Percussion Instruments. 

-- _i/ 
I 

. \1 (A . -
• 

. 

The .'( iaogu (small drum) The Ban ( clapper) 

By far the most important instruments, however, are the huqin, a f~_mily of 

two-string bowed fiddles . These instruments are so vital to the success of a performance 

that in the 18 70s the practice arose for leading Peking Opera actors to hire their own 

private fiddle players to accompany them. Other instruments in the Peking Opera 

orchestras include the yueqin, a plucked, "moon guitar", sanxian, the plucked 

"three-string lute", and dizi, the transverse Chinese flute. The suona , a double reed wind 

instrument, is also used ; although it is similar to an oboe, the reed is much smaller and 

the tone much shriller than that of the Western instrument. 81 

81 Mackerras~ pp. 52-54. 
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Figure 8. Stringed Instruments. 

The Jinghu (fiddle) The Yueqin (moon guitar) The Sanxian (three-string lute) 

Figure 9. Wind Instruments. 

The Dizi (flute) The Suona (Chinese oboe) 

It is the combination of performance arts used within it which makes Peking 

Opera so distinctive and spectacular. Aside from the stylistic stage setting, the various 

role types, the unique painted face make-up, the costumes and headgear in the Peking 

Opera are magnificent. Each costume is designed to fit the gender, personality, calling, 

and status of the character, it is usually highly colorful and ornate. In general, the Peking 

Opera is "grand opera, ballet, an acrobatic display, and an historical play, all rolled into 

one changing and exciting panorama." And "it definitely sets out to be something 

different from ordinary life, yet on the other hand it remains intensely human." 82 

82 Rewi Alley, Peking Opera (Peking: New World Press, 1957), p.12. 
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Tcherepnin fell in love immediately with Peking Opera, his admiration is aflBrmed 

in his own writings: 

...our opera producers might leam from the Chinese theater. Chinese drama, or, 
as it is often called, Chinese opera [Peking Opera], is a synthetic production. It 
comprises elements of the opera, the ballet, the drama, and the circus. It is the music 
that holds these elements together, and the orchestra accompam'es the action all 
through the performance.®  ̂

He became a good friend of many of the Peking Opera masters such as Mei Lanfang ^ 

and ChengYanqiu,^^ two of the preeminent "four great famous dan"}^ Later he made the 

acquaintance of the foremost Peking Opera theorist and scholar of the time, Qi Rushan 

through the introduction of Mei Lanfang. Qi Rushan (1876-1958) was a celebrated 

playwright who was regarded as the "Shakespeare of China". He was the &st Chinese 

scholar to do extensive research on traditional Peking Opera. He promulgated the 

epigram of "no sound, except singing; no movement, except dancing" that described the 

common method for the performance art of Peking Opera, and helped restore Peking 

A. Tcherepnin, "Music in Modem China." The Musical Quarterly XXI/4 (October 
1935), p. 394. 

Mei Lanfang (1894-1961), a Peking Opera super star, is one of the great historical 
figures in the Chinese theater. He used to play the role of dan and was extremely popular during 
the first half of the twentieth century, and he is regarded as the last link with the great old acting 
traditions of imperial China. He was the first of China's great actors to perform in the West, 
visiting the United States in 1930 and Europe in 1935, and he was rapturously received on both 
occasions. 

Cheng Yanqiu (1904-1958), whose popularity as an actor was equaled by that of Mei 
Lanfang, played dan roles in traditional Peking Opera. 

"Four Great Famous Dan", include Mei Lanfang, Cheng Yanqiu, Shang Xiaoyun 
(1900-1976), and Xim Huisheng (1900-1968). In traditional Peking Opera, dan roles were 
played by male actors, because in the old, feudal China men and women were forbidden to play 
on the same stage under the necessity to maitain a strict sepatation of one sex from the other. 
The "four great femous dan" were all male actors who dominated the Peking Opera stage in the 
first half of the twentieth century in China. 
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Opera to its honorable place in China. By the time Tcherepnin met him, Qi Rushan was 

also the performance manager of Mei Lanfang. Tcherepnin was fortunate to become Qi 

Rushan's student, and later, even became his godson. Qi Rushan gave Tcherepnin a 

Chinese name, Qi Erpin qp, giving the composer his own family name; 

coincidentally the fiill name is almost a cognate. From then on, Tcherepnin used his 

Chinese name not only in China but everywhere else. Today, Tcherepnin is still 

recognized as "Qi Erpin" in China. 

Two of Tcherepnin's larger works, the opera The Nymph and the Farmer 

(Op. 72, 1952) and The Lost Flute for Narrator and Orchestra (Op. 89, 1954), clearly 

show Chinese literary elements derived from Peking Opera, as a result of Tcherepnin's 

enthusiasm for the traditional Chinese theater. 

b. Chinese Musical Instruments and Notation 

Tcherepnin's interest in Chinese art did not just lie in Peking Opera. While in 

Beijing, he often went to concerts of traditional Chinese music, and he was fascinated by 

the various Chinese instruments. Once he heard music played on the pipa, a plucked 

string instrument. He was amazed by the sound and effects and almost immediately 

began to study playing the instrument with Mme. Cao Anhe, " apipa virtuoso. As Cao 

recalled; 

During a recepuon, I plsved. Ambush on All Sides for him. After I finished the 
piece, Tcherepnin was very pleased. He kept saying "Wonderfull Wonderfull" 
A couple of days later, he asked if he could study pipa with me. He was then 
alreacfy a world famous composer and pianist, and still wanted to stu<fy pipa. 
Perhaps, among those well-known European composers, he was the only one 

87 Cao Anhe, a retired pipa professor at the Institute of National Music in Beijing. 
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who had studied pipa. He studied with me for about two months, and played 
more than ten exercises. Then he left for Japan. When he came back in the 
following winter, he resumed lessons again.® 

His intentions was apparently not to become a pipa virtuoso, but rather to 

understand the instrument and its music as inspiration for later composing. The first fixiit 

of this study was a piano work called Homage to China which will be discussed in detail 

in Part Two of this docimient.^' 

As part of his study of the pipa^ Tcherepnin became acquainted with traditional 

Chinese musical notation, jianpii The notation is based on numbers; its 

connection to the actual sound is shown in the following figure: 

Chang, Alexander Tckerepnin, p. 51 
See infra, pp. 100-111 
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Figure 10. 

.lianpu (Chinese Notation) Western Notation 

. 
Lg Pitch 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 t:J . e 
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----
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The numbers 1 through 7 correspond with the seven tones in a diatonic scale, and 

they can be transposed into each key. The next two examples demonstrate how it is 

done. 



Example 2. The Chinese National Anthem injianpu . 

l=G 2/4 
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Example 3. The Chinese National Anthem in Standard Western Notation 
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c. Chinese Folk Music 

While in China, Tcherepnin extensively researched Chinese classical music, folk 

music, and even Buddhist and popular music. As for Chinese classical music, he admitted 

that: 

..ibr my ears, this music sounded too abstraa and problematic for me to be able to 
Judge by it what the classic Chinese music might have been.'® 

He had more interesting observations on Chinese folk music: 

Chinese native music is based on the natural pentatomc scale, is melodious, lyric 
and highly varied. 

The melody is never symmetrical, the musical phrase never ends in a cadence. " 

To Tcherepnin, the form of the "native tune consists in perpetual variation of the 

same melody; a musical phrase is never repeated exactly, the melody alv^ays progresses, 

a change in the fundamental tone replaces modulation.'"- He was fascinated by this type 

of "everlasting melody" in which "ingenuity in melodic invention seems never to cease, 

and when, towards the end of a piece, the movement grows faster and faster, the melody 

adapts itself to the new rhythm." He felt that "it is a device that should prove useful, on 

occasion, to our composers."'^ 

Buddhist music directly influenced Tcherepnin's work. Two of his piano works 

composed in 1934 were related to the Buddhist service. The Precession des moines from 

i!a& Premiere Smte, Op. 51, No. 1, was inspired by Buddhist religious processions.^ The 

Tcherepnin. "Music in Modem China." p. 393. 
Ibid. 
Ibid, p. 394 
Ibid. 
Chang, p. 56. 

90 

91 

92 

93 

94 
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Chant from Five Concert Studies, Op. 52, was based on his impressions of a Buddhist 

temple service, which will be discussed in detail in Part Two/^ 

C. The "Contest of Piano Compositioii of r.hinese National Character** 

Following his Chinese visit, Tcherepnin's original plan was to leave for Japan, 

and then go on to the Philippines, Singapore, Egypt, Palestine, and then return to 

Europe.®® However, he changed his mind and decided to stay in China after he visited 

Japan. So he canceled all other trips and did not return to Paris.'^ "Out of his unique 

encounter with Chinese culture there developed a genuine sense of mission to assist 

Chinese musical development."®^ 

After he visited the National Conservatory in Shanghai, Tcherepnin viewed the 

prevailing European influence in the Conservatory as a dangerous threat to the future of 

Chinese art music. He was disheartened to find Chinese compositions reflecting the 

powerful domination of Western styles to a degree that seriously affected the originality 

and naturalness of the music.®® Tcherepnin thought that "Chinese composers should not 

occupy their time merely imitating European music; they should try to interpret Chinese 

national music by using modem notation and writing for instruments of an international 

character.'"®® 

See infra, pp.120-129 
Willi Reich, Alexander Tcherepnin. p. 39. 
Chang, p. 57. 
Ibid-
Ibid, p. 58. 
Ibid p. 59. 
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a. Establishment and Sponsorship 

With this in mind, Tcherepnin decided to establish a competition for young 

Chinese composers. On May 21, 1934, he wrote a letter to the president of the National 

Conservatory, Dr. Xiao Youmei, v^ath the following proposal: 

Dear Mr. Xiao: 

I am writing this letter to ask you to undertake the organization of a competition 
having [as] an object the production of national Chinese music. 

A prize of 100 dollars to be offered for the best piano piece written by a Chinese 
composer and of national character, the duration of the piece not to exceed five 
minutes. It is understood that the manuscripts will be sent in anonvinously 
(the name of the composer should be enclosed in an envelope, the manuscript 
bearing a nom de plume) and that the final date for sending in the manuscripts 
will be September 15th, at which date you will preside over a committee of your 
choice (of which I would be honored to be a member) who will examine the works 
and award the prize. 

I hope this competition will result in my being able to take with me a piano piece 
that will give me the opportunity to make known in other countries. Chinese music, 
which I haveleamt to appreciate very sincerely. 

Thanking you for all your kindness and looking forward to seeing you at the end of 
September. 

Yours sincerely, A. Tcherepnin.'"-

b. Contest Rules 

Beginning in early June, 1934, the news that "Tcherepnin is seeking a piano 

composition of Chinese national character" was broadcast both in Chinese and English 

throughout the large cities of north-eastern China. The announcement was also carried 

Xiao Yoimiei (I884-I940), the important Chinese composer and pedagogue, founder of 
the Shanghai Conservatory of Music. He had studied in Japan and CJennany, and held die first 
Ph.D in musicology in the history of China. 

Chang, p. 59. 
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by newspapers and music magazines. The competition rules were clearly stated in the 

announcement: 

The Announcement of ""A Contest of Piano Composition of Chinese National Charaaer" 

1- Eligibilin-. Native Chinese composers. 

2. The composition submitted by the contestant should be in traditional Chinese style. 

3. The form of a composition is unrestricted (except for monophonic music), the 
duration of the composition not to exceed five minutes. 

4. Mail your competing composition to: the President's OfBce, National Conservatory 
in Shanghai (1325 La Fei De Roai Shanghai), please send by registered mail 

5. The results of the competition will be announced by the competition committee at 
the end of September; the top prize winner will receive 100 dollars. 

6. Composers reserve copjTight; however, if a work is highly recommended by the 
committee, it will be introduced by the sponsor to Europe and America for 
publishing purposes.'"  ̂

Eleven works arrived at the President's ofiSce by September 15th, the deadline 

which Tcherepnin proposed. 

After his return from Japan, Tcherepnin was asked by Dr. Xiao Youmei to select 

Jury members for the competition. In early November, the committee was formed. The 

five adjudicators were Xiao Youmei, Huang Zi, B. Zakharofl^ S. Aksakofl^ and 

Alexander Tcherepnin.The results of the competition were announced in the November 

issue of Musical Magazine'. 

Musical Magazine (Shanghai) 4, (1934), p. 63 < ^ ' 
^ translated from Chinese by the present writer. 
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The Results of the "Contest of Piano Composition of Chinese National Character" 

The Contest of Piano Composition of Chinese National Character, sponsored by 
the Russian composer Alexander Tcherepnin, was announced in an earlier issue 
of Musical Magazine. Eleven composers have sent their works to the committee. 
The anonjinous worics were numbered by the President's ofBce in the National 
Conservator}' being handed to the judges which included Zakharoff, Huang Zi, 
Xiao Youmei, and AksakoSl The better works were selected by the above 
mentioned Judges, then sent to Mr. Tcherepnin. A meeting was held in the Music 
Elall of the National Conservatory on November 9, 1934, at 12 PM. TTie top six 
pieces (No. 1,3,6, 7,9, 10) were played through by Professor Zakharoff and Mr. 
Tcherepnin. Most of the judges believed the prize should go to No. 9. However, 
Mr. Tcherepnin thought, aside from No. 9, other works were all written at a very 
satisfaaory leveL so he voluntarily added another 100 dollars to be divided among 
the second prize winners C 25 dollars for each of the four). 

Here is the winner's hst: 

1st Prize: He Luting Buffalo Boy's Flute 
2nd Prize: Lao Zhicheng Shepherd's Pastime 

Yu Bianmin Variations in C Minor 
Cheng Tianhe Prelude 
Jiang Dingxian Cradle Song 

Honorable Mention; 
He Luting Cradle Song"  ̂

Each of the six piano compositions listed above has its own artistic flavor, 

however, they share common characteristics which are typical of the Chinese musical 

style: the naturalness of melodic lines and simplicity of form. In addition, all the 

compositions avoid heavy chordal passages which are totally foreign to the traditional 

homophonic style.Among the pieces. He Luting's Buffalo Boy's Flute was the 

standout. 

"Results," Musical Magazine (Shanghai) 5 (1934) p. 63 English translation by this 
writer. 

' BianMeng, « '  P -21-22. 
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c. He Luting and The Buffalo Bov's Flute 

He Luting '°Svas a student of the Composition Department at the National 

Conservatory. In 1934, he was on leave from the school after only one year of study due 

to lack of funds. The first prize cash award made his return to the Conservatory for 

fiirther studies possible.'®^ 

The music in Buffalo Boy's Flute reminds people of the special atmosphere in 

traditional Chinese paintings, the so called "method ofxze>'/,"'°^ or of a refined pastoral 

poem which speaks of the beauty, the peace, and the colorfijl life of the village. The form 

of the work is A B A. As a tunefiil pentatonic canon opens the piece, a marvelous ink 

painting unfolds in front of the listeners: two cute buffalo boys are improvising on their 

bamboo flutes while leisurely riding on the buffalo's back in the blooming field. One of 

the flutes is playing the melody in the upper voice, as the other answers in the lower 

voice; the resulting is consonant and shimmering, displaying a strong native Chinese 

character: 

He Luting (1903 - ), the spelling of the name derived from the current standard 
pinyin system, it appeared as "Rodin Ho" in Tcherepnin's publication and "He Luding" in other 
places. The spelling ''He Luting" is used throughout this document. 

Chang, p. 61 
xie yi, ^ describing the beauty and rhythm of nature in a naive and abstract way, 

to reflect the profound inner thoughts and feelings of human beings, xie yi is one of the core 
features of Chinese philosophy and painting. 
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Example-+. Luting He. Buffalo Boy ·s Flute, mm 1-7. 

The middle section is a folk dance, fast and energetic. It develops from only one 

short phrase which appears in different keys. 

Example 5. Luting He, Buffalo Boy 's Flute , mm 25-38 

8""··· ·· ··· -- -- ---- --····-····--·····----· · ···-· ·-· -· · ·· -···· -----··-·····---·············· · -· ··- · · · ··· · ·· ·· ·-·-··-·····-·······-··-····· · ·-············ · 
Vivace , 1 .... ~ , 

)1::: :~1:~1:!1;: :;r~~1::1:~ 
. . . . . . 

"J.t)_ * 
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The last section is a decorated version of the first , the form of decoration being a 

typical form for Chinese bamboo flute music. Here the composer uses it to make the 

music sound more lively and attractive, more bright and vigorous : 

Example 6. Luting He. Buffalo Boy's Flute . mm 53-60 

Tempo Primo -------

The Bi~ffalo Boy's Flute, from one point of view, is a description of a Chinese 

traditional concept, depicting the tie between nature and humanity, describing the 

happiness of one ' s soul melding with the greatness of nature. Musically, the composition 

is one of striking simplicity. According to Tcherepnin, the work showed "originality, 

clarity, and a sure hand in counterpoint and form. " 109 Later the work was published by 

"Ryuginsha" 110 in Japan. Tcherepnin held this piece in such high regard that he included it 

in his recitals and performed it in many different countries. 

109 Tcherepnin, Music in Modern China, p. 399. 
11 0 

Ryuginsha, :1£lJ:S-.tt. translated as ;'Dragon Chanting Society." Founded by Alexander 
Tcherepnin in Japan for the purpose of publishing the works of both Chinese and Japanese young 
composers. The name is symbolic, since the dragon is the most propitious animal in Chinese 
legend. Tcherepnin might have chosen the name because of his primary interest in Chinese 
composers . A sketch of a boy playing the bamboo flute astride a water buffalo was the trademark 
for the series, which bore the imprint Collection Alexander Tcherepnin. This logo reflected his 
special kinship with Chinese composers since the first publication was He Luting 's Buffalo Boy 's 
Flute . [see Chang, pp. 81-82] 
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More importantly, Buffalo Boy's Flute is of great significance in the history of 

Chinese piano music. It is the landmark that signified Chinese piano music had stepped 

beyond the experimental stage and into an authentic national style. Wei Tingge 

a Chinese scholar, wrote the following in his book. An Essay on Chinese Piano Music: 

Chinese piano music in the 1930s faced some serious dilemnaas, such as how to adapt 
the European theoretical system to the Chinese musical tradition and how to express 
the national style on a piano... It was the Buffalo Boy's Flute which answered 
these questions for the first time with its clear and definite soimd. It told these tmths 
to the world: 1. It is possible to combine the European sj'stem with the Chinese 
style in a practical way. 2. Modified foreign technique can be used wisely to create a 
distinct Chinese character in music. 3.... Combining the Western system, with a 
Chinese spirit is the new pathway to the development of Chinese piano music. 
4.... instruments are just tools; it is how you take advantage of them and how you 
make them work for your composition that is important-..'*' 

D. Professorship at The National Conservatory of Music 

The success of the competition was so striking that the Chinese musical 

authorities in Shanghai decided to make the competition an annual affair, strictly 

following the rules laid down by Tcherepnin."- The Competition also was a great 

personal triumph to Tcherepnin. On February 4, 1935, Dr. Xiao Youmei wrote 

Tcherepnin a letter to express his gratitude and respect. The letter was written in 

English:"^ 

My Dear Mr. A. Tcherepnin: 

It was a very good impression that you offered the prizes for the piano music with 
Chinese [style] composed by Chinese composer which was held last year. I ntyself 
and the staff appreciated very much. 

Wei Tingge, ^ 
<[ « > 1987 ^ p. 20, English translation by the author. 

Chang, p. 68. 
Dr. Xiao Youmei spoke veiy gcxxi Japanese and German, however he never mastered 

English, hence the quaint style of the letter. 
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For yoirr future plan which we have talked over the other day I feel ver\- [satisjBed] 
%vith iL I have the pleasure to invite you to be an honorable professor of this 
Conservatoivv I sincerely hope that you will [accept it]. Hoping to hear from you soon. 
Very sincerely yours, Y. M. Xiao, director of the National Conservatory of Music."  ̂

At the same time, Tcherepnin received an ofBcial invitation from Dr. XSao in 

calligraphy (see figure 11 for the reproduction of the ofiBcial offer). 

Tcherepnin accepted the offer and became an honorary professor of composition 

at the National Conservatory in Shanghai. This formal appointment offered Tcherepnin 

the opportunity of more completely experiendng Chinese culture and exploring, in 

depth, the core of traditional Chinese music. Because of this exposure, he wrote many 

compositions in Chinese style during his stay in China that included not only piano pieces 

but also music for other instruments and voice. 

Chang, p. 68 
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Figure 11. The Official Offer of An Honorary- Professorship. 
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E. "rhinftxe. lifikrokosmo.̂ ": Piano Works Tcherepnin Wrafe. in Thina 

In his observations of Chinese piano students in Shanghai, Nanjing, Tianjin, and 

Beijing, Tcherepnin noted: 

I have heard lots of ver,' gifted Chinese musicians playing with absolute perfection 
Chinese music on Chinese instruments. The same pupils were lost once th^  ̂started 
to play Chopin's music on the piano, or Mozart on the violin. — This is because th  ̂
have two ~x's," or unknown quantities — first, music that they don't understand; 
second, an instrument that is strange."  ̂

In order to help students caught in this situation, Tcherepnin conceived a didactic 

approach based upon Chinese native and modem musical idioms. In the summer of 1934, 

while on vacation in Japan, he began composing a set of pedagogical piano pieces. 

...I am working now  ̂on a method that will start the piano exercises on the Chinese 
scale and then have transcriptions for piano of Chinese music originally written for 
Chinese instruments."" 

In 1935, Tcherepnin jSnished composing the works in Beijing. The pieces were 

compiled together and published as Piano Method on the Pentatonic Scale (without 

opus number) by Shanghai Commercial Press. It contains a preface in Chinese by Dr. 

Xiao Yotmiei, who also translated all the musical terms and the text of the method into 

Chinese.'" In the preface. Dr. Xiao offered the rationale for the work: 

Mr. Tcherepnin believes that the scales used by a nation should not be abandoned. 
Bunow the popular piano text books [in China] are all based on Western seven-step 
scales. He believes that if Chinese piano students could be able to start with 
pentatonic-based piano studies, it would be much easier for them. Therefore he 
composed this pedagogicalstudy and asks that it be incorporated within our school's 
textbook series."  ̂

Letter to Walter Koons. 
Ibid, [see Chang, p. 72]. 
Arias. Alexander Tcherepnin, p. 105. 
Chang, p. 98. 
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The composition was dedicated to Dr. Xiao, and is listed as W 141 ( without opus 

number) in Enrique Arias ' Bio-Bibliography . 

The Piano Method is a kind of "Gradus ad Pamassum,,, progressing from the 

simplest exercises through the intermediate level and culminating in a concert piece. The 

piano method contains forty-three pages and is divided into five parts. 

Part I: Basic exercises in five positions. In the pentatonic scale any five finger 

position will cause at least two fingers to stretch a third; for this reason, a specific style 

of fingering is required. Tcherepnin carefully planned the five positions so that the 

students would be able to stretch their fingers accordingly. 

Part Il: Major pentatonic scales with their fingerings in all keys. The scales are 

to be played over a five octave range in staccato and legato when played with hands 

together at the octave. 

Example 7. Tcherepnin, Scales in Staccato Quarter Notes from Piano Study on Pentatonic 

Scale, Part II . 

Lento (Staccato, played from tbe wrist.) 
- I 8"" ·······:··-···-·-··-· ··········, -

ii:::;; l!: ! ':~i ~f:,i :: ! Ji;:; !1 !:::1;: f; ! ::,.1::,·1

: :;;I:. II 
· ' ~ I 5 " • 5 I 5 1 · . ~ . · :e 

. , · , I 5 I 5 I ' . 5 I . · 
5~ 3 - 5 1 5 



The range is four octaves when played with alternating hands in staccato and legato: 

Example 8. Tcherepnin. Scales in Alternating Hands from Piano Study on Pentatonic Scale, 

Part II. 

There are also "preparatory exercises" which focus on special techniques such as 

crossing the thumb under the fifth finger to solve certain problems: 

Example 9. Tcherepnin. Preparatory Excercise for Arpeggios from Piano Study on Pentatonic 

Scale , Part II. 

Part ID: Twelve short pieces based on the major pentatonic scale in all keys. 

These pieces are arranged in a circle of fifths, the first on C and last on F. 

Part IV:Exercises for arpeggios in major pentatonic scales with their fingerings 

in all keys. Like Part Two, this part brings to mind similar material in Western technical 

studies for the keyboard. 

61 
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Example 10. Tcherepnin, from Piano Study on Pentatonic Scale , Part IV 

)1::::: :: ':: ,:: ::: ~~ ,· , , ' , . _______ 
;-±..___------~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--------

Part V: Concert piece, Homage to China. This piece was later incorporated as 

the third etude in Five Concert Etudes, Op. 52. For successful execution it requires more 

advanced technical facility than the actual Method provides. The reason that Tcherepnin 

included this piece in the Study seems to be more psychological than practical. 119 

Three suites from the method were later published separately as Etude de Piano 

sur la gamme pentatonique, Op. 51. The first suite, Premiere Suite, Op. 51, No. I , is 

made up of easy pieces. The second, Deuxieme Suite, Op. 51, No. 2, is of moderate 

difficulty. The third, Bagatelles chinoises, Op. 51, No. 3, is a set of Twelve Chinese 

Bagatelles, of which the first ten pieces were dedicated to ten young pianists who played 

Tcherepnin' s Bagatelles, Op.5 at a concert in Beijing. The eleventh was dedicated to 

their teacher and the last one was dedicated to Mme. Cao Anhe, Tcherepnin'spipa 

teacher120
. The Twelve Chinese Bagatelles were originally in Part Three of the Study. 

Example 11 is part of Chinese Bagatelles No. I . It is a two-page piece "whose lovely 

melody has just a hint of nostalgia. " 121 

119 Chang, Alexander Tcherepnin , pp. 98 - 105 . 
120 Arias, Alexander Tcherepnin . p. 77. 
121 Ming Tcherepnin, ~'Tcherepnin ·s Chinese Bagatelles: A Master Lesson," Clavier 
September 1983, p. 26 . 
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Example 11. Tcherepnin. Bagatelles Chinoises, Op. 51 , .Vo. I. mm 1-12 

Allegro 
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Another part of the method, Technical Exercises on the Pentatonic Scale, was 

published by C.F. Peters in Leipzig in 1936 with the opus number 53. In this set, the 

pentatonic scale is used as the basis of exercises that include numerous aspects of piano 

technique, such as speed, double notes, and octaves, etc. The preface was written by . 

Isidore Philipp, who also edited and fingered the volume. 
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As in many other pedagogical works devoted to technical exercises, the exercises 

Tcherepnin wrote can be transposed to all keys. Divided into two large parts, each of 

them consists of six or seven subdivisions respectively, which have preliminary exercises 

to condition the mind and fingers, and progresses fi"om slower to faster notes (quarter, to 

duple eighths, to triplet eighths, to quadruple sixteenths). It is a valuable "thesaurus" of 

technique often needed in the performance of twentieth century music, especially for 

double notes and chords. According to directions in the printed score, all exercises are to 

be practiced in all touches, dynamic levels, and gradations. 

The Technical Studies on the Pentatonic Scale, Op. 53 was soon to become the 

oflScial piano method of the Chinese government and was used throughout the country. 

In composing the Method, Tcherepnin developed a pentatonic theory useflil in 

composing for modem Western instruments. This theory will be discussed in detail later 

in this document. Tcherepnin campaigned for his educational and compositional theory 

by lecturing in various Conservatories and Universities during his stay in China. He 

encouraged Chinese musicians to compose with pentatonic scales, stressed the fact that 

they already had their counterpoint, and that they should compose music of a national 

character on Western musical instruments.'^ 

All four piano compositions Tcherepnin wrote during his stay in China could be 

appropriately termed as "Chinese Mikrokosmos." The compositions demonstrate 

Tcherepnin's deep concern for Chinese musicians and students. In comparison with Bela 

Wuellner, The Complete Piano Music of Alexander Tcherepnin, p. 247. 
Chang, p. 78. 
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Bartok's Mikrokosmos (in 6 volumes), the Tcherepnin etudes are more diverse than 

Bartok's pieces, and the etudes explore more problems specific to the keyboard and 

contain more varied textures and sonorities.'-"' The Five Concert Studies, Op. 52, can 

be regarded as the crown of the "Chinese Mikrokosmos," as they reflect an extremely 

strong connection which ties Tcherepnin to Chinese culture. 

F. An Fncliaiiting T.ifft Fypeiience 

Tcherepnin's involvement with China, Chinese culture and Chinese people, was 

underlined by his marriage to the Chinese pianist Lee Hsien Ming in 1937. 

a. Tcherepnin's Marriage Before Going to China 

In the 1920s, Alexander Tcherepnin was already concertizing as a pianist 

worldwide. Outside he was a rising world-class performer who was energetic and 

animated, but inside his heart he was lonely and solitary. While in Monte Carlo in the 

spring of 1923, the young Tcherepnin met Louisine Weekes, a prominent socialite who 

was slightly older than he. Tcherepnin soon married her and used her home in Islip, Long 

Island as a haven for composition. He enjoyed the companionship,yet as time went on he 

increasingly felt out of place in the social milieu in which his wife moved. Once he 

remarked that he was on display, "like a Russian bear." Their incompatible lifestyles led 

to a separation and eventually, in 1937 they divorced, but continued to be fiiends for the 

rest of their lives.Chant, fi-om the Five Concert Studies, was dedicated to her. 

Wuellner, pp. 242-243. 
Arias, Alexander Tcherepnin, p. 9. 
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b. Meeting Lee Hsien Ming 

An important factor which made Tcherepnin change his schedule and stay in 

China was fiis acquaintance with Lee Hfeien Ming, a beautiful young woman and a gifted 

pianist. Lee Hsien NCng came to hear the concert Tcherepnin gave at the National 

Conservatory in Shanghai. Tcherepnin was immediately attracted by her charm and fell in 

love with her. 

Bom in a westernized family in Ningbo (her grandfather was a pastor), Lee 

Hsien Ming began to study piano during her elementary school years. In 1929, after her 

graduation from the Chong De Girls" Middle School in Shanghai, she was admitted to 

the National Conservatory of Music as a piano student to study with Mme. Wang 

Ruixian. She transfered to Professor Boris ZahkarofiPs studio in the following year and 

later became the top piano student in the school.'-^ She was also the first piano student in 

the history of Shanghai Conservatory to graduate with a bachelor's degree. 

When Lee Hsien Ming completed her conservatory training, she became the first 

student at the National Conservatory to be honored with a scholarship to Europe for 

advanced study. At the beginning of 1935, she went to the Royal Conservatory in 

Brussels, Belgiimi to study with Bosquet, the world famous piano pedagogue. There she 

also took lessons with Alfred Cortot and Isidore Philipp.'*^ So, by a twist of fate, it was 

Ningbo. a southeastern city in Zhejing province, near Shanghai. 
Chang, 

Ibid. 
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Lee Hsien NCng who departed while Tcherepnin stayed in China. During the three years 

of her stay in Belgiuna, Tcherepnin visited her every summer. 

In April of 1937, partly because of the war between Japan and China, and partly 

due to his desire to spend more time with Lee Hsien Ming, Tcherepnin left for Paris. 

It was in Paris that he and Lee Hsien Ming were happily married later that year. 

Although this marriage "did not shock her family, who had rather liberal views in such 

matters, it did upset some people in China, in an era when marriage to a westerner 

('foreign devil') was frowned on."'^° 

As for Tcherepnin, China, Chinese culture, and the Chinese people had already 

contributed profoundly to his Ufe and music. His love of China was firmly proved by his 

marriage to Lee Hsien Ming, with whom he blended his blood and mixed his spirit. 

Chang. Alexander Tcherepnin. p. 95. 
Walterstein, "Happy Birthday to Alexander Tcherepnin," p. 13. 
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Part Two 

Five Concert Studies, Op. 52 

Five Concert Studies, Op. 52 were composed at various places including Paris, 

Shanghai, and Myanoshita between 1934 and 1936. The composer debuted the Studies 

as a group in a 1936 performance in Tokyo. That same year, Schott published the pieces 

with a cover page and each individual title printed in three different languages: German, 

French, and English. According to Willi Reich, Tcherepnin's biographer, the pieces 

showed the Chinese students "how technically demanding piano music can be written in 

the pentatonic system."'^' There is no doubt that these pieces represent a record of 

Tcherepnin's diligent smdy of Chinese music, theater and literature. As Tcherepnin 

himself wrote about these pieces : 

In 1934, during my first concert tour in the Far East, I became fascinated by Chinese 
traditional, theatrical, and folk music as well as by Chinese national instruments, 
their sound and the techniques of playing. 

The pentatonic scale on which the Chinese music is generally based appealed to me 
for many reasons. It provided a rest firom chromatic thinking and enriched my musical 
vocabulai>-. 

The Five Concert Studies, Op. 52 were composed in 1934-36 and came as a result 
of the strong musical impression that I have received firom China. 

The most prominent characteristic of these studies is the use of the pentatonic 

theory. Since Tcherepnin regarded the pentatonic scale as the basic tonal element in the 

Willi Reich, Alexander Tcherepnin, p. 47. 
Tcherepnin's unpublished manuscript, private collection of Mme. Tcherepnin. Here 

reproduced from Chi-Jen Chang, Alexander Tcherepnin, p. 114. 
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organization of most native Chinese music, he believed that a composition based on the 

pentatonic scale would eventually provide a special afiSIiation with the Chinese national 

character. 

I. Overview nf the rhiii<»<;e Pentatonir: System 

The names of the five fundamental tones in the Chinese pentatonic system are 

gong"^, shang'^,jiao zhi andyz/ although these five tones do not 

indicate absolute pitch, in terms of Western notation they would correspond with C, D, 

E, G, and A. There is no semitone in the system, however, "side" G, orrA/^^, and 

"side" C, or gong , can be added in the scale and used merely as passing tones. 

Nevertheless, it is the five fiindamental tones that truly serve as the basis for the music. 

E-xampIe 12. Five-tone pentatonic scale. 

"Vertical combination" is the feature of harmonic structure in the pentatonic 

system. Each note in the scale can be combined into various intervals including octave, 

perfect fourth and fifth, major and minor third, major and minor sixth, as well as major 

E.\araple 13. Pentatonic scale with two added passing tones. 

133 Chang, p. 73. 
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and minor seventh. Three or more notes form a chord based on the prevailing pentatonic 

melody instead of a specific theoretical principle. The harmonic device contains three 

different types of chords distinguished by the number of notes contained: 1) three-note 

chords on the perfect fourth basis which can be built up on shang, jiao, zhi, andyu\ 2) 

four-note chords on the perfect fifth basis which can be built up on shang and zhi\ 3) all 

five notes in the scale and built up on gong as in the original version.'^ 

Example 14. Three-note chord and its inversions. 

Sang Tong- "Essay on Vertical Combination of Harmonic Structure in Pentatonic 
System Music Art. 

H  ̂ « -a ' 1980 > 20-44. 

E.xample 15. Four-note chord and its inversions. 

Example 16. Five-note chord and its inversions. 
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Another important feature of the harmonic structure is that chords built on each 

note of the scale can be connected freely without restriction, 135 meaning that there are no 

prescribed chord progression formulas, giving the composer all sorts of harmonic 

possibilities. 

Example 17. Harmonization of a Henan folk song. 

1. 2. 

A: V IV ii IV 

When Tcherepnin arrived in China in 1934, he observed that "Chinese native 

music is based on the natural pentatonic scale, is melodious, lyric, and highly varied." 136 

After a study of the pentatonic theory, he further addresses : 

The pentatonic scale is used in its five positions. the fundamental tone changing its 
place and being C, D, E, G, or A, according to the development of the melody. The 
scale is often filled out by the insertion of the tones F and B, additions that produce 
a correspondence with our major scale. When they are used, the halftone is introduced 
in descending passages: B follows C and leads to A; E. following F, lands on D. 137 

According to Tcherepnin, the pentatonic scale may appear in both major and 

minor forms . The notes in these two formations are movable to form five modes, ~hich 

are derived by taking one of the tones as a starting point. 

135 

136 

137 

Ibid. 
Tcherepnin, ~-Music in Modem ·thina,"The Musical Quarterly, October 1935, p. 393. 

Ibid, pp. 393-394. 
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Example 18. Five Pentatonic Modes in C major 

Mode I: gong Mode II: shang 

0 
0 ', () 0 

u 0 
0 4 I 

4 ) 

Mode III : jiao Mode IV: zhi 

C_l: 0 
. ) 

Mode V: y u 

Example 19. Five Pentatonic Modes in C Minor. 

Mode I: Mode II : 
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Mode III : Mode IV: 
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The minor formations are Tcherepnin's own inventions, that is why they don't 

bear Chinese names. Tcherepnin concluded that there were five chords available when 

one was trying to harmonize a note in a pentatonic scale. He also explored formal 

possibilities: 

The form of native tune consists in perpetual variation of the same melody; a musical 
phrase is never repeated exactly, the melody always progresses, a change in the 
fundamental tone replaces modulation. Ingenuity in melodic invention seems never to 
cease, and when, towards the end of a piece, the movement grows faster and faster, 
the melocfy adapts itself to the new rhythm. There is a fascination to this type of 
"^everlasting" melody. It is a device that should prove useful, on occasion, to our 
composers.'̂  

This knowledge of pentatonic theory and his impressions of the Chinese musical 

form lead him to synthesize these Chinese theoretical elements with Western 

compositional skills to create a imique eflfect. 

n. Discussion of the Movements 

A. Shadow Play. On. 52. No. 1 

This piece was composed in 1935 in Paris when Tcherepnin was on vacation. The 

music expresses his impressions of the outdoor folk theater. Pi YingXi which 

translates as "Shadow Play." 

a. The Origins of Shadow Plav 

Shadow Play is a type of traditional theater which originated during the Han 

dynasty (206 B.C.-AJD. 260 ). It developed into its present form and has flourished since 

the Song dynasty (960-1297). The premise is simple. Shadows of cutout silhouettes are 

Ibid, p. 394. 
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cast upon a screen in order to tell a story. Its definition can be found in Du Cheng Ji 

Sheng « 5'^ (Attraction in the Capital Cityy'^: "Shadow Play is a folk art 

created by artists who lived in the capital city. The characters were originally made of cut 

paper and were later replaced by thin painted paper made of animal skin. Usually the 

heroic figures are made to be good looking while, villains are made to look ugly. Just 

like Shuo the librettos are all based on incidents fi^om history.""' 

The origins of the Shadow Play are mysterious. Legend claims that at the time of 

Han Wen Di (approximately 200 B.C.), the emperor's concubines tried to please his son 

by cutting leaves into images of people and casting the shadows on windows, and later 

this game developed into a specific theater form called Shadow Play. Another story 

dates the origin of the Shadow Play in the reign of the Emperor Han Wu Di (140 

B.C.-87 B.C.). The emperor was in deep sorrow when his beloved concubine Mme. Li 

died, and a priest claiming to be able to bring her back tolife used lights to cast a shadow 

of her image on a screen. The Emperor discovered the trick and put the unfortunate 

priest to death, but this form of amusement was continued and still can be seen in China 

today.Yet it was not until the Song dynasty that the origins of Shadow Play are 

Attraction in the Capital City « » is a book written in ^proximately 1235 
by Nai Deweng (1127-1279). The book is divided into fourteen categories which tell 
stories about streets, stores, and parks in Hangzhou, the capital city during the Song Dynasty. 
The 'Tolk Performances" category has detailed information on tiie prevailing 
folk theaters, arts, and acrobatics during the Song Dj-nasty. 

Shuo Shu , a type of Chinese traditional storytelling art, recounting historical 
events. 

GuanJianqing, ' 
1 9 9 6 ^  p . 1 1 5 ;  t r a n s l a t e d  f i ^ o m  C h i n e s e  b y  t h e  p r e s e n t  w r i t e r .  

Ibid. 
Elizabeth Halson, Peking Opera (Hong Kong: Oxford University Press, 1966), p. 2. 
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mentioned in the written chronicle, Gao Cheng in his Shi Wu Ji Yuan 

« : 

In the reign of the Emperor Song Ren Zong (1023-1056), citizens told 
the stories of 'Three Kingdoms' and used Shadow Play to demonstrate the action.'"" 

By then. Shadow play had developed into a very popular form of folk theater. It could be 

seen in private residences, large street parades, and in big holiday celebrations. By the 

end of the Song Dynasty, Shadow Play had improved tremendously in its technical 

aspects, and it attracted increasingly sophisticated performers to its genre, in the book 

Wu Lin Jiu Shi « » (Remembrance ofHangzhou), many famous actors 

and actresses were listed as important historical figures in this particular type of folk 

theater. 

Shadow Play spread during the Ming (1368-1644) and Qing (1644-1911) 

dynasties, appearing in different parts of the coutryside. It combined folk tunes with local 

dramas and evolved into various regional styles. Because of its elegance, refinement, and 

strong entertaining values, however. Shadow Play was later favored by the noble class as 

well. It is recorded that in the mid-Qing period, a minister employed a private Shadow 

Play Troupe that consisted of eight actors at his residence, Li Wang Fu 

Beijing, at the end of the Qing dynasty (approximately the beginning of the twentieth 

Reproduced firom Guaru p. 116, English translation by this writer. 
RememberanceofHangzhou « 1was written by Zhou Mi 

(1232-1298) of the Song Dynasty. The book recounts the historical events of the city of 
Hangzhou, and it has detailed information on folk art and artists. It is an important reference for 
researching Chinese folk art and theater history. 

Guan,p. 118. 
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century), an immense amount of valuable Shadow Play material was sold to the German 

government from the silver Residence, a nobleman's house. Those materials are 

now displayed in the Offenbach Museum of Germany. 

b. The Artistic Features of Shadow Play 

Ideally, the Shadow Play troupe consists of nine people. Two of them au'e actors 

who manipulate the shadow images and perform the whole show behind the screen. All 

the others work backstage assisting the performers and providing the background 

"soundtrack." Their duties include narration and singing, as well as playing instruments 

such as the jinghu^^ and drum. 

The stage setting of a Shadow Play is very simple since the stage is light and 

foldable. It contains two parts: the frame and the case. Plain paper or cloth can mount on 

the stage frame to form a screen while a decorated wooden case holds it. Behind the 

screen, there is a piece of wood the same length as the case designed to hold the lights 

near the top. All the equipment, including the skin-silhouette characters can be folded 

and placed into packs. This makes Shadow Play performances convenient and easy to 

put together. Because the stage setting is not complicated and easily transportable. 

Shadow Play has beome very popular with people who live in the countryside in China. 

The following figures show the stage structure of Shadow Plays. 

Ibid. According to this reference, the OfiFenbach Museum has a collection of more than 
3250 pieces of Shadow Play artwoiic. 

The jinghu. a two-string instrument used to accompany the Peking Opera. 
Ibid. p. 121-123. 
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Figure 12. The fix)nt stage. The ftame of the stage. 

JiMLlli! 

Shadow Play is representative of the high standards of craftsmanship in 

traditional Chinese art. Each character in the show is a delicate and refined piece of art 

work, showing the characteristics of the stone-cut paintings of Han dynasty, which are 

natural in contour, graceful in shape, splendid in composition, and beautiful in their 

intricacy. The silhouettes are made of animal skins, which are light and transparent.'^" 

The beauty of these one dimensional figures has led Shadow Play to be known as "Show 

of Art" in China. 

Figure 13. An e.xarapie of a Shadow Play silhouene. 

" Liu Dangui, « E9JI » 
<J^tP : ' 1983 > p. 4. 
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Most importantly, Shadow Play heavily influenced the origin and development of 

Peking Opera. As a devisor and student of Peking Opera, Tcherepnin must have been 

aware of the connection between the two genres, and concluded his research into 

Chinese traditional art by writing a piano piece entitled Shadow Play. 

c. An Analysis of the Music 

This is the longest study ( 143 measures) of the five, an animato movement in D 

major pentatonic. Examples 20 and 21 show the two melodic themes ( with the first 

theme in G major pentatonic in its first appearance) : 

Example 20 . Theme No. 1 in Shadow Play. Measures l-8 show the melody which appears in 
the top voice of the right hand. 

Animato 

© 1936 B Schott· s Sohne, Mainz 

© renewed 
All rights reserved 
Used by permission of European American Music 
Distributors Corporation, sole U.S. and Canadian agent for B. Schott ' s Sohne, Mainz 



Example 21. Theme No. 2 in Shadow Play appears in the left hand in measures 9-13. 

© 1936 8 Schott ' s Sohne, Mainz 
© renewed 
All rights reserved 
Used by permission of European American Music 
Distributors Corporation, sole U.S. and Canadian agent for 8 . Schott's Sohne, Mainz 

The two themes are full of popular Chinese character, and they alternate 
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throughout the piece as they progress through the five modes of the pentatonic scale. In 

the transitional passages, the strong syncopated rhythm in the left hand brings a vigorous 

character to the music as we can see in the following example: 

Example 22. Alexander Tcherepnin. Shadow Play Op. 5 2, No. 1, Measures 14-19. 

© 1936 B Schott ' s Sohne, Mainz 

© renewed 
All rights reserved 
Used by permission of European American Music 
Distributors Corporation, sole U.S. and Canadian agent for B. Schott's Sohne, Mainz 
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Free pentatonic modulation technique is used effectively in this piece. From 

measure 40, an ascending arpeggio followed by an accented chord takes the music from 

D major to C major pentatonic, and the second theme appears in the new key. The 

resulting effect resembles the stopped drum rolls that punctuate the action of a Shadow 

Play. 

.JO 

Example 23. Alexander Tcherepnin. Shadow Play, Op. 52, No. I. Measures 40-48 . 

._..- · 

© 1936 8 Schott ' s Sohne, Mainz 

© renewed 

All rights reserved 
Used by permission of European American Music 
Distributors Corporation, sole U.S. and Canadian agent for 8. Schott ' s Sohne, Mainz 
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From measure 49, the tonality suddenly moves to E - flat major pentatonic. After 

four measures of murmuring figuration, the second theme is heard again in the left hand 

delicately accompanied by the slurred sixteenth note figure in the right hand: 

Example 24. Alexander Tcherepnin. Shadow Play. Op. 52, No. 1. Measures 53-56. 

© 1936 8 Schotfs Sohne, Mainz 
© renewd 
All rights reserved 
Used by permission of European American Music 
Distributors Corporation, sole U.S. and Canadian agent for 8. Schott 's Sohne, Mainz 

The music does not settle in E-flat major for long. however, it keeps moving and 

touches the tonalities ofD-flat (mm.58-62) and C-flat (mm. 63-67). In measure 59, the 

first theme appears again in a singing contrapuntal fashion in the right hand: 



Example 25 . Alexander Tcherepnin. Shadow Play, Op. 52, No. I . Measures 59-67. 

© 1936 8 Schott ' s Sohne, Mainz 
© renewed 
All rights reserved 
Used by permission of European American Music 
Distributors Corporation. sole U.S. and Canadian agent for 8. Schott 's Sohne, Mainz 

In measure 68, the second theme enters brusquely with strong accents and pulls 

the music back to E-tlat major: 
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Example 26 . Alexander Tcherepnin. Shadow Play, Op. 52, no. I. Measures 68-75. 

© 1936 B Schott' s Sohne. Mainz 

© renewed 
All rights reserved 
Used by permission of European American Music 
Distributors Corporation, sole U.S. and Canadian agent for B. Schott ' s Sohne. Mainz 

A dolce interlude enters in measure 81 , pushing the tonality momentarily to 

G-flat major pentatonic. It is soon interrupted by a rude syncopated passage (in E-flat' 

major) which brings the music to another new key : E major pentatonic. The first theme 

returns in a hidden texture of the right hand. 

Example 27. Alexander Tcherepnin. Shadow Play, Op. 52, no. 2. Measures 81-84, the 
interlude in G-flat major. 

© 1936 B Schott" s Sohne, Mainz 

© renewd 
All rights reserved 
Used by permission of European American Music 
Distributors Corporation, sole U.S. and Canadian agent for B. Schott' s Sohne, Mainz 
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Example 28. Alexander Tcherepnin. Shadow Play, Op. 52, Vo. I . Measures 89-92, the 
syncopated interruption in E-flat major. 
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© 1936 B Schott· s Sohne. Mainz 
© renewed 
All rights reserved 
Used by permission of European American Music 
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Distributors Corporation. sole U.S. and Canadian agent for 8 . Schott ' s Sohne, Mainz 

Example 29. Alexander Tcherepnin, Shadow Play. Op. 52, No. I . Measures 97-100, the 
"hidden'· first theme in the key of E major. 

s~- --- ---- - ---- ----- ------ - ---------- - -- ------ ----- -----, 

© 1936 8 Schotf s Sohne, Mainz 
© renewed 
All rights reserved 
Used by permission of European American Music 
Distributors Corporation, sole U.S. and Canadian agent for 8 . Schott ' s Sohne, Mainz 
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The climax appears at measure 106, after a one measure buildup of brilliant 

arpeggios played over a wide range, as the second theme returns Poco sostenuto in 

pentatonic chords accompanied by a triplet drum-like figure played in both hands, 

bringing the music back to its home key: 

Example 30. Alexander Tcherepnin. Shadow Play , Op. 52, No. I . Measures 105-109. 
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© 1936 B Schotf s Sohne, Mainz 
© renewed 

All rights reserved 
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Used by permission of European American Music 
Distributors Corporation. sole U.S. and Canadian agent for B. Schott' s Sohne, Mainz 

The one page coda contains 3 3 measures marked Vivace . Excitement builds as 

the dynamic moves gradually to forte ; then after a ri1?forzando passage, the energetic 

chord pattern enters infortissimo, and wild meter changes and syncopated rhythms 

propel the music to its finish where a rapid glittery arpeggio followed by a loud tonic 

chord announces the completion of the piece. The rhythmic tone-cluster-like chord 

85 



creates a ba1 51 and luo 152effect which is commonly used at the endings of the Chinese 

ensemble music that accompanied a Shadow Play. 

Example 31. Measures 137-143 , the ending of Shadow Play. 

© 1936 B Schotf s Sohne, Mainz 
© renewed 
All rights reserved 
Used by permission of European American Music 
Distributors Corporation, sole U.S. and Canadian agent for B. Schott ' s Sohne, Mainz 

The music of Shadow Play is rich in contrast in terms of rhythm, 
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accompanimental patterns, dynamics, and modulations. It mirrors the varied actions and 

characters of a typical plot line, and mimics the sounds of the instrumental punctuation of 

scores. As far as interpretation is concerned, there are no pedal markings anywhere in the 

piece. Tcherepnin, being the experienced pianist he was, did not in all probability, intend 

151 Ba is a paired cymbal. The instrument is held by a cord inserted through the center hole 
and sounded by clapping together the pair. [see Liang Mingyue, Music of the Billion, p. 276] 
152 Luo is a gong available in different sizes and is struck by a wooden mallet. 
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the piece to be played entirely without the damper pedal; rather, since the characters for 

both themes are happy and light-hearted, one might judiciously use short pedals as each 

character appears for purposes of clarity except when the phrase is marked legato and 

piano. With syncopated rhythms, large arpeggios, and powerfiil chord passages, more 

pedal may be used in order to achieve the sound quality of a massive Chinese ensemble. 

B. The Lute, Op. 52, No. 2 

This piece was inspired by a Chinese instrument, the qin ̂  (also known as 

guqin It was composed during 1935 in Paris. 

a. The Nature of the Chinese Oia 

The qin is a seven-stringed long zither made of wood (Jong wood on the surface 

and zi wood on the back), then painted with layers of extremely hard lacquer to preserve 

it and to form a smooth playing surface. The strings are mounted in seven small holes 

located on one end and anchored by Yueshan -§-lJLl hard wood on other end. There is 

no bridge. The strings are plucked with the nails and finger tips of the right hand of the 

performer while the left hand presses along different points of the strings using the 

thirteen imbedded studs as points of reference. The following examples show the most 

common tuning for the open strings and the range of the instrument:'^ 

Liang Mingyue, Music of the Billion (New York: Heiricfashofen Edition, 1985), pp. 
270-271. 



Example 32. Tum'ng of the qin 

S "cr -o o-

Example 3 3. Range of the qin 

Figure 14. The front of the qin. 

The back of the qin. 
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The qin is able to produce three different types of tone color: a "loose tone", or 

sanyin a "solid tone", orshiyin and overtones. The sanydn is produced by 

plucking the open strings; the shiyin is produced by plucking a string with the right hand 

while pressing the string with the left hand simultaneously; the overtone is achieved by 

pointing and slightly touching the imbedded studs on the string in the left hand while 

pulling the string with the right hand at the same time. 

The qin is the most ancient Chinese stringed instrument. Existing written 

chronicles'^ describe its origins as dating from as early as the Han dynasty (206 

B.C.-A.D.220 ). These books also give information on famous players who lived four or 

five thousand years ago. According to literary tradition the qin has undergone almost 

no changes during a period of more than two thousand years. It is recognized by the 

Chinese literati as an indigenous instrument, with a long history cormecting it to the old 

sages. All sources agree that the number of strings was originally five, representing the 

five tones of the Chinese pentatonic scale. The additional two strings were added during 

the Zhou dynasty (1000 B.C.).'^^ Since it was symbolically imbued with Conftician values 

and Taoist creative thinking, scholars in ancient China were usually proud to own one 

whether or not they knew how to play it. Those non-playing scholars might quote 

Those written chronicles include Oin Cao « » , Song Shi « » — Yue Zhi 
< >. XinLun « §[1  ̂ » , Shou WenJie Zi , FengSu Tong 

» ShangShu « )}—, Li Ji — Yue Ji < >—,ShiJi — 
YueShu «^tH- » 
by various ancient scholars of Han dynasty. 

Yip Ming Mei The Art of Oin « (Hong Kong; 
Commercial Press, 1991), p. 3. 

Van Gulik, The Lore of the Chinese Lute (Tolwo: Sophia University, 1969), p. 4. 
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numerous elegant excuses, citing the old Taoist paradox that curiously resembles the 

famous line in Keats' Ode on a Grecian Um-. the unheard tones are the most beautiful. 

Or they might point to the great poet of the Jin dynasty Tao Qian (365-427) who, 

according to tradition, had a qin without strings or studs hanging on the wall, and who in 

one of his poems said: "I have acquired the deeper significance of the qin; why should I 

strive after the sound of the strings?" 9 

In playing the qin, finger techm'que is of the highest importance.This is shown 

clearly in the way in which the qin music is notated. The qin has a peculiar system of 

notation of its own, the most striking feature being that no notes or rhythms are 

indicated, but only the way a string is played. There are two types of notation: Character 

Notation and Notation of Abbreviated Characters The first type 

gives detailed instructions of how one would play on the qin instead of giving the actual 

notes and rhythm/^® In the second type, each note is represented indirectly by a 

complicated symbol, consisting of a combination of abbreviated Chinese characters, 

which indicate precisely three things: I), the specific string played; 2), which finger of the 

right hand should pluck the string, and whether inward or outward; and 3), in the left 

hand, which finger should touch the string, at what place and in what way.'^' This type of 

notation was believed to have been modified fi^om the original chracter notation by qin 

expert Cao Ruo of the Tang dynasty. The following examples demonstrate the two types 

of qin notation. 

Ibid., p. 19 
Yip, The Art of the Qin, pp. 7-9. 
Gulik, The Lore of the Chinese Lute, pp. 4-5. 



Example 34. Character Notation. 

,, 11~~~ q:r=t~-t--1.-¥~1-f~FEa , ~=t~q:r=t~xRitr'B'FEa , q:r=t~,~n~ , 

~t~~T-t-- T-~iTil*FEata ' -~=t~~~-¥1*'8'1W ' ~1~ 

~t1Wx-¥~'8'1W 'W.:§:Tk{;i~·-t-=·P~-~1,T~~mitfWm~P 

fF:Wf-¥~ttt~tF'-1:U" 
Translation of the first sentence: "place the middle finger of the left hand flat about 
half an inch down on the shang string, pull both the gong and the shang strings with 
the index and middle finger in the right hand ..... " 

Excerpt from Jie Shi Diao - You Lan Pu 
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The Character Notation does not directly indicate pitches and rhythm, instead, it 

is an essay that describes the way of playing in great detail. Let us compare it with the 

following notation: 

Example 35 . Abbreviated Character Notation. 

Excerpt from Afei An Qin Pu - Feng lei Yin, dated from 1931. 

Although the above two examples are not from the same music, it gives an idea 

of how much more convenient the Abbreviated Notation became. In example 35 the first 

character (a modified one, does not exit in the Chinese vocabulary) capitalizes the 

meaning of the first eleven characters of example 34. 
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b. '"Oin" Translated as "Lute" and Its Implication 

According to the standard classification of instruments, the Chinese qin should be 

more precisely translated as "zither", as Hombostel and Sachs give the definition of 

zithers: they "consist solely of a string bearer, or of a string bearer with a resonator 

which is not integral and can be detached without destroying the sound-producing 

apparatus."'®® In contrast, they specify the lutes as instruments in which "the plane of the 

strings lies at right angles to the sound table; a line joining the lower ends of the strings 

would be perpendicular to the neck. Notched bridge."'®' Consequently, the use of the 

term lute when referring to the Chinese qin creates confusion in the minds of Westerners 

as to their shapes and structures. Van Gulik brought this issue up in his book. The Lore 

of the Chinese Lute, and he gives good reasons for keeping the term lute: 

In selecting for Oriental musical instruments equivalents in a Western language 
one must choose between those which would suggest the outer form, and others 
of closer cultural reference. In the former respect 'zither would seem most 
appropriate for the qin, but because of the unique position it occupies in Chinese 
culture the author has preferred to follow the latter way, adopting the word which 
since olden times in the West has assodated with all that is artistic and refined, 
and sung by poets. Therefore, the 'qin' is translated 'lute', and the word 'zither' 
is kept for such instruments as the se and zheng, the construction of which, in any 
case, comes nearer that of the Western zither.'® 

He fiirther stated in the footnotes; 

The shape of an Oriental musical instrument should not constitute the first 
consideration when selecting an English equivalent; the spirit of the music 
produced by an instrxmient and the place it occupies ia the culture of its native 
countrv' are as important factors as its shape and structure. This point holds true 
especially in the case of the Chinese 'qin', which occupies so unique a position 
in antique and modem Chinese life. In selecting 'lute' as translation of 'qin'. 

Erich Von Horbostel and Curt Sachs, "Classification of Musical Instruments," trans, by 
anthony Baines and Klaus P. Wachsmaim, Galpin Society Journal, XIV (1961), p. 20. 
'®' Ibid. p. 23. 

Gulik, The Lore of the Chinese Lute, Preface viii - ix. 
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my object was to conv w to the general reader something of the cultural 
significance of this instrument and its music. Since the word iute' is associated by 
Westerners with poetn' and refined enjoyment, it adequately suggested the 
atmosphere that surrounds the 'qin'... 

The profound artistic atmosphere of qin music speaks of the aesthetic thought in 

Chinese art, the deep meaning beyond the music or the instrument itself It 

is highly poetic. There are countless great poems about the qin in Chinese literature; 

Ouyang Xiu's Playing the Qin on the River is an example: 

E.xample 36. Playing the Qin on the River in Chinese Characters 

The poem describes how the music of the qin blends with the quiet river and the cloudy 

night, along with the jumping fish and the cold breeze. The last line underlines ih&yijing 

of qin music: "Although the tones of the qin may be featured/ When listening to them, 

who shall be able to fathom their significance?" 

By the time Tcherepnin had immersed himself in China, and had acquired certain 

degree of knowledge about the Chinese culture that had charmed him so much, he must 

have had the same thought in mind when he selected the translation for his compositions: 

Ibid, Preface ix. 
Yi Jing, is the highest standard in evaluation of Chinese art. "Yl, refers to the 

artist's inner feeling, while jing refers to the social and nature environment. The artistic is 
the a perfect unification of human versus materials, inner versus outer, and content versus form. 

Ouyang Xiu was a great scholar firom the Song dynasty (960-1279). 
English translation by Van Gulik (The Lore of the Chinese Lute), 
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the term selected must be able to reflect the essence of the cultural significance. The term 

lute definitely satisfied him and, therefore, he named the second etude in the group The 

Lute. The piece was inspired by the well known story. The Best Listener « , 

ox:Boya and Zhong Ziqi « » -

c. The Best Listener 

Since the qin was a private instrument for the privileged among the literati, in 

ancient China, its music was described as being "too profound to be understood by most 

people." This famous story is about a traveling scholar, Boya, who meets a 

woodcutter named Zhong Ziqi. Boya plays his qin for Zhong Ziqin and to his great 

surprise, the lowly tradesman is able to comment on what is played on the instrument, 

and shows the knowledge and ability to understand the music. Zhong Ziqi "sees" massive 

mountains and "hears" the sound of flowing water in the music and he describes the 

yijing and the meaning beyond the sound emanating fi'om the strings. Boya is shocked 

and touched, and an intimate fiiendship immediately develops between the two. Boya 

discusses art, poetry, and music with Zhong Ziqi, and they agree to meet again at the 

same place the following year. True to his promise, Boya returns a year later, but an old 

man approaches and tells him that his son, Zhong Ziqi, has died and cannot keep the 

appointment meeting. In tremendous sorrow, Boya breaks the qin that they used to play 

together and throws it into the river. This story gave rise to a traditional classical 

Boya -f ^53" was a famous scholar and qin expert from the Waning States period 
(475-220 B.C., Zhanguo ) and an important historical figure in Chinese culture. 

The origiiial story is collected in Lu Shi Chun Oiu « » , an important 
historical woric written by Lu Buwei §3^^ in 241 BC during the reign of the Emperor Qin 
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piece that is used to celebrate friendship, a piece that is called Massive Mountains and 

Flowing Water « I^l_Ll^7K -

d. Tcherepnin's Successful 'Translation" to the Piano 

The Lute, the second piece in the set, is a fine description of the qin and its 

atmosphere. Tcherepnin was trying to recreate the peculiar serene and lingering sonority 

of the instrument on the piano. He wrote: 

The strings are delicately touched by fingers. like those of an harp. Their soft and 
intimate sound is never stopped by a performer and continues to vibrate — filling 
the room with a harmonic pentatonic soimd.'"® 

In order to achieve this effect, Tcherepnin asked that the four-minute piece be played 

softly and with damper pedal throughout (marked pedal sempre sin 'al Fine). In this 

sense, this piece is a study of soft dynamics and the sustaining pedal. 

The music is written in the third mode,y/afo, of F major pentatonic without a key 

signature, with A being the home tone: 

E.xample 37. PlMoo Scale, the Third Mode of F Major Pentatonic. 

«/• 

This movement has no meter marked and is divided by dotted bar lines into 87 implied 

measures. It opens with several long notes which resemble tuning the strings of the qin. 

This is followed by an eighth note figure which leads into a flowing motion: 

Shihuang the founder of the Qin dynasK' (221-207 B.C.). 
Tcherepnin's impublished manuscript. Private collection of Mme. Tcherepnin. 

Reproduced here from Chi-Jen Chang, Alexander Tcherepnin. p. 116. 
™ Chang, p. 116. 



Example 38. Alexander Tcherepnin. The Lute. Op. 52, No. 2, measures 1-5 . 
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As the story unfolds in the music, the first page (measures 1-25) reflects the 

acquaintance between the two gentlemen through Boya' s playing of the qin. From bar 

26, the sixteenth note pattern takes over and implies Zhong Ziqi ' s understanding of the 

music and Boya' s appreciation: 
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Example 39. Alexander Tcherepnin. The Lute, Op. 52, No. 2. Measures 26-31. 
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At measure 42, the unison A in both hands indicates the agreement between the two that 

they meet again next year. After a pause, seven measures of Lento quarter notes picture 

the passing of time: 

Example .io. Alexander Tcherepnin. The Lute. Op. 52, No. 2. Measures 42-50. 
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Then, the Moderato comes back in a triplet figuration telling the return of Boya: 

Example -H. Alexander Tcherepnin. The lute, Op. 52, No. 1. Measures 51-57. 

© 1936 B Schott' s Sohne. Mainz 
© renewd 

All rights reserved 

-

Used by permission of European American Music 

Distributors Corporation. sole U.S. and Canadian agent for B. Schott ' s Sohne, Mainz 

At measure 82, the music pauses again, follows by two octave quarter notes played in 

the left hand, to show Boya breaking the strings of his qin; the next two bars of octave 

figures played in a slower motion describes Boya' s deep sorrow and weeping, and the 

arpeggios in the following measure gives the impression of the river, into which Boya 

throws his qin. The last chord sounds like the echo of the qin in the air from far away. 
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Example U . Alexander Tcherepnin. The lute, Op. 52, No. 2. Measures 82-87. 
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This piece is full of Oriental charm. Tcherepnin uses the rests and fermatas 

successfully to embody the deep Taoist spirit -- "the tremendous sound is quiet and 

inaudible" * ff :$ _pf --which describes the typical character of the qin, and its unique 

soft timbre. In terms of interpretation, this piece requires a very delicate touch to be 

achieved by a slow attack and the avoidance of every possible accent. 
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C. Homage to China, Op. 52, No. 3 

The third movement of the work. Homage to China, was inspired and influenced 

by the pipa, a traditional Chinese musical instrument. 

a. An Introduction to the Piua and Its Technique 

The history of the pipa can be traced to the Han Dynasty (approximately 140 

B.C.). The name of this instrument is derived from the technique used in playing the 

instrument: Pi - "pushing on strings" and Pa - "pulling the strings".In ancient China, 

all plucked instruments using this technique were called pipa. At that time, the pipa 

family consisted of two types of instruments distinguished by shape: I), the 

straight-necked pipa\ 2), the curve-necked pipa. The "straight-necked pipcf had a round 

resonator located at the bottom of the instrument, and first appeared in 105 B.C.(Han 

Dynasty). Fu Xuan (217-278), a well known author of East Han,'^ clearly described 

the instrument in his article Pipa Fu « Sji^ - Today this type of instrument is no 

longer called a pipa-, it is now called man. The "curve - necked pipd"" possessed a 

resonator shaped like a pear, the length of the instrument being about three feet. This 

particular type of instrument emerged in approximately AJD.270 (Jin Dynasty, 

265-420). During the ensuing time many improvements were added, combining the 

characteristics of both straight and curved. This combination is reflected in the 

instrument today. 

Liu Xi ( Han Dynasty), Terminology, volume 7 >^lj  ̂ » -
The Han Dynasty was divided into two periods: West Han (206 B.C.-8 ) and East Han 

(25-220) 
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The pipa's back is convex and made of hard wood while the front is flat and 

made of a rather delicate type of wood called tong wood; the four strings are tuned in 

two sets of parallel fourths: A - D - E - A, pivotal notes in the pentatonic system. The 

strings are made from silk and require a player to wear hard plectra (artificial fingernails 

afiBxed with adhesive tape). 

Figure 15. The pipa. 

The pipa remains popular and occupies an important place in Chinese culture. 

This is evident in many famous poems and paintings. Bai Ju-Yi, the great poet of the 

Tang Dynasty (618-907), contributed a detailed description of a pipa performance in his 

masterwork. Gone with Pipa (Pipa Xing « ) - The poem speaks of how 

beautifully the performer played and how realistically the sounds of military marching, of 

water f^Is, and other poetic scenery were created by the musician. Pipa Xing is one of 
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the best known poems in Chinese literature (see appendix for the entire poem in Chinese 

and English translation). Another example can be found in the Dunhuang Murals, 

Playing the Pipa Backwards (Fan Tan Pipa « » ), a very popular wall 

painting dating from the mid-Tang dynasty (approximately A.D.800 ). It portrays a 

young lady playing the pipa in a graceful dancing gesture, reflecting the high aesthetic 

value of the pipa in Buddhist art. 

Dunhuang Murals Eire the magnificent wall paintings in the Dunhuang Caves in Gansu 
province, China. They are known as the best preserved mural caves in the world. Originating in 
the fourth century as a display v.ith splendid Buddhist art, the Dunhuang Caves now boast more 
than five thousand square meters of murals and more than two thousand colored sculptures. 
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Figure 16 f) ). layinr,z, Pi . pa Had.ward s. from D l un mang M l ura s No. 112 . 
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The pipa possesses a brilliant timbre. The characteristic juxtaposition of 

alternating rolling (Lun Zhf) and strumming {Sao) technique is traditionally used to 

describe moments of great excitement. Lun Zhi is an alternating finger technique in 

which rapid repeated notes are produced. Sao is a strumming technique, by which the 

tone-cluster-like chordal efifects are created. The technique used to produce tones on the 

pipa is the most sophisticated of that of all Chinese instruments. A Chinese sarong 

describes the challenge of acquiring skill on the pipa: "It takes a thousand years to 

become a pipa master". 

The following figure shows the connection between Chinese traditional notation 

and the actual sound resuhing: 
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Figure 17. 

Traditional Pipa N"otatfon Actual Sound 
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./Vc 
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6 
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6 

^ ^ 

These techniques give a vigorous personality to the instrument, which Tcherepnin tried 

to recreate on the piano. 

Chi-Jen Chang. Alexander Tcherepnin, His Influence on Modem Chinese Music, 
pp.117-118. 
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b. Tcherepnin's Effort 

Alexander Tcherepnin was fascinated by the pipa. He took; time to study this 

instrument with Mme. Cao An-He, a pipa virtuoso, in the mid- 1930's. He was 

especially attracted to the special effects that the pipa produced and successfiiEy 

incorporated them into his piano compositions. 

Homage to China was the first piece Tcherepnin composed that demonstrated 

Chinese musical influence. It was completed during the summer of 1934 in Shanghai, and 

first published as Part V of his Piano Study on the Pentatonic Scale. Tcherepnin wrote 

the work as a gift to Lee Hsien Ming who later became his wife. He loved this piece of 

music so much that he included it in every recital he gave in Europe during the 1935-36 

season. 

The melodic line of this piece is written in the characteristic style of the pipa and 

is based on the E-flat pentatonic scale. 

E-xampIe 43 . The E-flat pentatonic scale. 

V M-*! /l  ̂
1 o— 9) 

The piece is 66 measures long, the shortest etude in the set, and the form is A 

(mm. 1-22) B (mm. 23-41) A (mm. 42-52) Coda (mm. 53-65). The entire piece is built 

on one motif 
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Example 44. Tcfaerepniiu motif for Homage to China. 

' r 
•^r  ̂ r 

Example 45. Outline of Tcherepnin's use of the motif. 
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This motif is first introduced in rapid repeated notes as if it were produced as the 

pipa using the strununed Sao technique. 

Repeated sixteenth notes doniinate the texture, while irregular patterns, accents, 

and frequent meter changes reflect the playing of the pipa: 
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Example .i6 . Alexander Tcherepnin. Homage to China, Op. 52, No. 3, mm. 1-6 . 
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Homage to China became very popular in China even before it was published due 

to its successful usage of the pipa idiom, the pentatonic scale, and its effective use of the 

piano. It is a valuable study of rapidly repeated notes, repeated octaves, and various 

keyboard touches . In measures 18-19, the characteristic Lun Zhi texture gives way to a 

delicate slurred pattern: 



Example 47 . Alexander Tcherepnin. Homage to China. Op. 52. no. 3, mm. 18-19. 
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At measure 25 , the repeated note pattern turns into octaves: 

Example 48. Alexander Tcherepnin. Homage to China. Op. 52. no. 3, mm. 27-29 . 
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Musically, Homage to ( :hina shows considerable variety of color. Halfway 

through the piece, the octaves in both hands bring the music toward a climax at measure 

40, which is followed by a two-bar cresc. mo/to that leads to a subito piano at measure 

42. The explosive motion of the piece gives way to a lyrical flute-like melody in F major 

pentatonic that is accompanied by legato broken chords: 

Example 49. Alexander Tcherepnin. Homage to China, Op. 52, No. 3, mm 40-45 . 
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In the Coda section which is marked Presto, the repeating sixteenth notes return 

and lead the music to its ending. At last, the piece finishes with three Sao chords, which 

are commonly used in ending a pipa work. 
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Example 50. Alexander Tcherepnin. Homage to China, Op . 52. No. 3. mm. 61-66. 
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D. Punch and .Judy, Op. 52, No. 4 

This piece was finished in Paris in 193 6. It was inspired by the Chinese folk 

puppet shows that Tcherepnin translated as Punch and Judy . 

a. The Chinese Puppet Show 

Puppet shows, or marionette plays of China, began as early as the Zhou dynasty 

( approximately 1000 B. C.). The story of the origination of puppet shows is collected in 

the book, Gathering of the Sages, (Lie Zi -- Tang Wen Pian « jlJ-1- -~mloJfi » ): 

In the reign of the King Zhou Mu Wang JaJ ~ .3: , there was a gifted craftsman 

named Y ans hi 1'i LJrJj. Y anshi was an expert in making small clay images and using his 
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hands to move those images to sing and dance. Once in the forest, Y angshi met the King 
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who was hunting, and he asked if he might perform his "day image show" to entertain 

the monarch. Receiving permission, Yanshi put on the unique handmade puppet show. 

The king was amazed by the realization of the clay images and he showed his sincere 

admiration. "Bravo 1 Bravot It is so real!" he said. Later he hired Yanshi as an entertainer 

to work in the palace. Very often the King would have ail his concubines and servants 

meet together to watch the puppet shows. Yanshi used all his best skills to improve his 

performances. Once in a performance, the puppet danced so freely and with such life that 

it seemed as if it was looking at the concubines with "loving eyes." This elicited the 

jealousy of the King, who was so angry that he wanted to put Yanshi to death. Being 

extremely frightened, Yangshi cut his beloved puppet into pieces in front of the King. 

The Being suddenly realized that it was actually a puppet which was made of painted 

leather and wood and his anger was replaced by appreciation and respect."^ 

Regardless of the specific type of singing and dancing that Yanshi was 

performing with his handiwork, in the story we see a skillful craftsman manipulating his 

puppet very freely and easily. From this simple incident a popular folk theater called 

Ou Xi developed. 

The puppet shows first flourished in the Tang dynasty (618-907). The prevalence 

of folk painting and handicrafts in this period provided a fertile environment for the 

development of the puppet shows. From the royal palace to ordinary residences, and 

from the capital cities to thsmall villages, there were puppet shows everywhere. The goal 

of the puppeteer is to imitate human action and to create living characters with these 

Guan Jianqing, Mu Ou Pi Ying, p. 13. 
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handmade "toys." The sophisticated puppets can indulge in many actions such as dance, 

acrobatics, sports, and playing musical instruments. The characters are usually redundant 

and exaggerated in their appearance and movements. The most common type of puppet 

in the Tang dynasty were those using the so-called "pulling thread puppet," or 

marionette, which moves by means of pulling the attached threads from above the 

images, the two representative shows in classic tradition being Wei Chi Gong 

'>'> (Sir Wei Chi) and Hong Men Yon « » (The Hong Men 

Banquet). Tang Lianghuang a poet of the Tang dynasty, wrote a poem to 

describe how accurately a puUing thread puppet imitated an old man: 

The meaning of the poem roughly translates as "carved an old man using a piece 

of wood and pulled the thread to make it move; the wrinkle on the face and the gray hair 

on the head looks very real; the way it strokes its beard and shakes its head is so 

touching, as if it sighs for the futility of life." 

The Song dynasty is known as the "golden age" of the Chinese folk puppet 

shows. In addition to the "pulling thread puppet," other types appeared, such as the 

"stajff puppet," the "water puppet," and the "gunpowder puppet," etc., and each 

operated according to the different ways they were made and the ways in which they 

were manipulated. The content of puppet shows in this period varied tremendously. 

Ibid- p. 24 
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ranging from little comedies such as Playing Dishes (a small acrobatic show) to large 

h i s to r i ca l  d ramas  such  a s  Punish ing  Chen  Sh ime i  (ZhaMei  An  «  » ) .  

The puppet shows also influenced the development of Za Ju™ in the Yuan 

dynasty (1280-1368), in which the dramatic tales of the puppet shows were translated in 

style using actors and actresses. These puppet shows spread widely during this period, 

becoming more and more sophisticated and using more and more puppeteers. Among 

them, Zhu Ming, part of an established family of artistic puppeteers, must take the credit 

for raising the level of these shows. 

The puppet shows remained popular in the Ming dynasty (1368-1644). A new 

type of puppet emerged during this period, the glove puppets which culminated with the 

beautifully formed puppets in the fiill regalia of historical costume. The tradition was 

carried on into the Qing dynasty (1744-1911). By this time, the puppet shows were 

examples mature dramatic theater.'^ 

The music used to accompany the puppet shows is chosen to match the 

characters and their style of movements, usually based on the various timbres of Chinese 

instruments. The typical instrument used is the copper ba (mentioned in the Shadow Play 

section), which highlights the strong rhythmic features of the show. The music, along 

Zha Mei An. a femous Chinese tniditional drama which tells of a poor woman, Qin 
Xianglian, who sues her husband, Chen Shimei, who abandoned her and two children after being 
promoted to a higher rank in his career. Bao Qingtian, the judge of the court who was also Chen 
Shimei's nephew, supports Qin Xianglian and condemns Chen Shimei to death. Therefore, "Bao 
Qingtian" became a symbol of feimess injustice in China. 

Zar Ju is an important type of Chinese traditional drama that originated in the Yuan 
dynasty. Guan Hanqing, who wTote the &mous play, Dou E Yuan (Dou E's Injustice), is an 
important iBgure in this genre. 

Guan Jianqing, Mu Ou Pi Ying. pp.25-31. 
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with singing and narration in the background, is an extremely important part of the show. 

b. Tcherepnin' s Music 

Punch and Judy, the fourth movement in the set, is based on the E major 

pentatonic scale. The theme, which Tcherepnin heard in Beijing, was a popular melody 

used to accompany the puppet shows in China. This piece is in a rondo form in which the 

theme progresses through the various keys of the pentatonic scale. The music is 

lighthearted and innocent. At the beginning, the theme sings in the style of the di
180 

timbre, accompanied by a flowing sixteenth note figuration played legato in the left hand : 

Example 51. Alexander Tcherepnin. Punch and Jud_v. Op. 52, No. ~- mm. 1-8. 
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180 Di EB is a transverse bamboo flute with six finger holes, a mouth hole, another hole 
covered by a thin membrane which gives the instrument its wavering poignant sound, and holes 
for attaching ornaments as well as sound holes. The di is highly popular as a solo instrument ina 
wide variety of musical situation from folk ballads to various regional ensembles and operas. [see 
Mingyue Liang, Music of the Billion. p. 268]. 



At measure 16, both hands start to sing the tune in unison, and the appearance of the 

leading tone adds a humorous flavor to the music. The following examples show 

Tcherepnin' s use of ornamented melody: 

Example 5 2. The unomamented melody 

±::: :: .t c..± !l 
,, 

Example 53 . Tcherepnin 's treatment. Punch and Juczv, Op. 52, No . .J, mm.16-20. 
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A surprising D natural that appears in bar 26 introduces a new tonality, C major 

pentatonic, and the irregular accents give a picture of dancing puppets. With a meter 
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change at measure 3 I, Tcherepnin shows his knowlege the "unsymmetrical" phrasing of 

Chinese music: 



Example 54. Alexander Tcherepnin. Punch and Judy Op. 52. No . .J, mm.27-31. 
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Shifting through tonalities to C-sharp major (measure 36), C major ( measure 44), and A 

major (measure 46) pentatonic, the music finally settles in F-sharp pentatonic for the C 

section at measure 56. The double note figure in the right hand imitates well the sound of 

the sheng, 181 a Chinese wind instrument. 

181 The Sheng ~ is a free-reed mouth organ consisting of a circle of bamboo pipes, each 
with a reed fitted on its lower end, inserted into a copper. wood or gourd base. The instruement is 
unusual in that more than a single tone can be produced simultaneously by blowing or inhaling 
into the mouthpiece. 



Example 55 . Alexander Tcherepnin. Punch and Judy, Op. 52, .Vo . ../., mm. 56-59. 
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Building over five measures, the accented tone clusters in both hands indicate the 

punctuation of the copper ba, a percussion instrument which is typically used to 

accompany the puppet shows: 



Example 56. Alexander Tcherepnin, Punch and Judy, Op. 52, No. 4. mm. 64-69. 
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Finally, the familiar A section happily returns in the home key. The unusual ending 
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creates a picture of the naughty puppet character who does not want to leave the stage 

as the curtain closes. Tcherepnin repeats the motif several times, and at last he makes 

both hands play it in unison using the extreme range of both the top and bottom of the 

keyboard: 



Example 57. Alexander Tcherepnin. Punch and Judy , Op. 52, No. -1. mm. 90-95 . 
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E. Chant, Op. 52. No. 5 

Chant was finished in New York in the summer of 1936. This piece is based on 

an impression that Tcherepnin received from watching a Buddhist religious ceremony. 

a. The Traditional Buddhist Ceremony 

Around the first century A.D., the teachings of Buddhism gradually reached 

China from India via the silk routes of Central Asia. 182 
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In Beijing alone there are many hundreds of Buddhist Temples. Music is found in 

all places where religion plays a part. In these temples one is likely to hear music on the 

first and the fifteenth of every month, the two days of each lunar cycle when adherents of 

this religion are expected to pay both their respects and their contributions to those in 

182 Deborah Sommec Chinese Religion: An Anthology of Sources (New York and Oxford: 
Oxford University Press. l 995t p. 119. 
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charge. However, on any day, in a large and well-equipped temple, chanting by resident 

priests can be heard. The "hours" of prayer and meditation are similar to those found 

among Christian monks during the periods known as canonical hours. It is an experience 

one will never forget. Beijing, like other large cities, is rich in opportunities to hear the 

mesmerizing music that these temples afford. Especially attractive are the temples 

located in the West Hills about fifteen miles from the city. Some of these temples are 

surrounded by beautifiil scenery, ancient trees and grounds. 

Here, in these quiet, secluded spots of beauty, far from the wrangling world, one 

may find peace of mind and spirit which renews both soul and body. All during the day 

and night, at certain periods, the chanting of the Sutra (sacred books) can be heard as 

sung by the deep-voiced monks. They pitch theu" chants very low so that the lowest 

tones extend to the very limit of the human range of tone production. A melodic 

fragment is used over and over for hours by the chanting monks while page after page of 

the sacred book is being read.'®^ 

On other occasions a chant is used in a manner similar to those of Roman 

Catholics who, as they count their beads, say "Ave Maria". Buddhists use a 

transliteration of a prayer brought from India: Man Mo O Mi Tuo Fuo" , which means 

"Have mercy, O Buddha!"'" 

Instruments play an important part in these exercises. Rare are the melodic types 

but numerous are those which can supply rhythm or single tones. Tlie most impressive of 

Bliss Wiant, The Music of China (Hong Kong: Chun Luen Printing Company, 1965), p. 
126. 

Ibid., p. 127. 
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all instruments is the gu (drum). In the old and large temples in China, very commonly 

there is a huge gu in each of the main buildings. The heads are elaborately painted in a 

conventional design and the whole body of the gu is decorated. It is so huge that the 

drummer stands on a platform to beat it. It has been said that there are thirty distinct 

rhythmic patterns which these drummers knew.'^^ A picturesque description of a temple 

performance has been recorded by G. E. Hubbard; 

On this instrument the monk was performing a veritable oratorio. Never before 
had I had any conceptioa of the potentialities residing in a drum... this Chinese 
priestly druimner possessed an art and skill of a totally different order. He stood in 
front of his drum manipulating with either hand a plain rounded stick, a foot or 
so in length. His hands seemed to flutter like moths over the vellum disk, traveling 
constantly to and fro from the edge to the centre and back and round the 
circumference, each part of the surface responding to his beats with its own 
distinctive note. His hands worked independently and the play of his sticks was 
wonderful to watch. The movements were infinitely varied, sometimes a sharp 
rat-a-tat, sometimes a long drawn pull like the scrape of a violin-bow, sometimes a 
rapid vibration, too quick for the eyes to follow, with the stick laid flat almost 
touching the surface of the drum and ever and again a powerful thiunp fiill in its 
centre. The great bear dian [temple] echoed with a thousand different sounds; at 
times one heard the ripple of the flowing water, then an illusion of crackling flames 
as of fire nmning through leaves, followed again by the rattle of thunder or the throb 
of breakers on the shore; now the drumming would die away to an almost inaudible 
droning and now swell to a roar which would end in a crash fit to prelude the Day 
of Judgment. Once the dnunmer paused and gave a few unexpected raps on the 
w ooden frame of the drum. From the courtyard below came an answering signal and 
then the bell in the big bell-tower chimed in and with a note the like of which for 
purity of tone I never heard. Presently the sound of the deep-voiced gong joined in 
from another quarter of the temple, followed by the dry staccato note of batons 
beating on a wooden bow - a sound like the tapping of a woodpecker, and so the 
orchestra was complete. It is repeated daily three ot foin- times in the 24 hours and, 
far removed as it is from one's western notions of music, the strange symphony 
comes in time to weave [thejmost powerfril spell on one's senses.'®' 

Other instruments, such as the bell in the bell tower, are mentioned in the above 

quotation. Every large temple has both a bell tower and a drum tower, and the 

Ibid., p. 127-128. 
G.E. Hubbard, The Temples of the Western Hills (Beijing and Tianjin: La Libraiie 

Francaise, 1923), pp. 48-50. 
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instruments are used to call the priests to prayer, as described above. In addition to the 

special towers there are also pavilions in which bells and also large slabs of iron of 

distinctive shapes are hung. Slabs of iron also are hung on frames that stand exposed to 

the weather in the courtyards. "Their tone is not especially pleasant." as Wiant describes 

it. 

The muyu}^^^ percussion instruments, are also found in every temple and are used 

for the accentuation of rhythm. They are often decorated with gold leaf on red lacquer. 

In The Music of China, Wiant writes his impression of the luo, another 

instrument that is commonly used in the Buddhist Temples: 

The most beautiful tone comes from deep gongs similar in shape to kettlednmis. 
Thev' are made in various sizes and of various materials, such as copper, bronze, 
or iron. The largest is smaller than a kettledrum and the smallest the size of an 
ordinaiv' table bowl. The tone of a well-made gong can be heard for several minutes 
and at a considerable distance. Its soft character gives peace and calm to those who 
listen and seems to dissolve all limits of time and space.'®® 

In general, religious expression and music are closely associated in China. As part 

of the culture, Buddhist temples constantly use music to accompany the reading of their 

sacred books and "for the assisting of souls into the next world.""° 

Bliss Wiant, The Music of China, p. 129. 
The muyu is a carved, hollow, wooden instrument, usxially referred to as a 

"wooden fish". It is commonly struck by Buddhist monks to mark time in their chanting. The 
instnmient comes in different sizes. 

Wiant, ibid., p. 129. 
Ibid., p. 130. 
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b. Tcherepnin' s Musical Treatment in Chant 

Chant is the most dramatic and serious piece among the five studies. The entire 

Chant is a variation on a traditional Buddhist monk's chant. It can be described as a 

"tone-painting" as Tcherepnin attempts to reproduce the wonderful atmosphere and 

enthralling experience of the sound. The melody that Tcherepnin heard from the chanting 

monks was derived from a popular Mongolian folk song, Dao Qing 

« ~ .. ~ )) (Gratefitlness) . The piece is based on the A major pentatonic. The 

beginning of the piece is like a recitative. 

Example 58. Alexander Tcherepnin. Chant, Op. 52. No. 5, mm. 1-13. 
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The music portrays a vivid picture: in a quiet morning, the monks start chanting 

in low, murmuring voices with bells and muy u interpolated to punctuate the phrases, and 

gradually being lifted to a state of religious exhilaration. 191 Western counterpoint 

technique is used effectively as shown in example 59. 

Example 59. Alexander Tcherepnin. Chant, Op. 52, No. 5, mm. 32-36. 
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At measure 56, figuration imitating the muyu and the luo, two typical Buddhist 

percussion intruments appear quietly at a very soft dynamic level: 

191 Chi-Jen Chang, Tcherepnin, p. 121. 



Example 60 . Alexander Tcherepnin. Chant, Op. 52, .Vo. 5. mm 56-60. 
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From measure 69, the melody starts to build up to a climax. Later the use of patterns of 

two against three, makes the music becomes more intense and forceful. 

Example 61 . Alexander Tcherepnin. Chant, Op. 52, No. 5. mm 83-89 . 
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When the climax finally arrives; marked Maestoso, it sounds as if all the instruments in 

the temple are ringing through ·:he air: the muyu, the luo, the bell in the bell tower, and 

especially the huge gu is beat heavily. Here the leaping chords in both hands create a 

very brilliant effect: 

Example 62. Alexander Tcherepnin. Chant, Op. 52, No. 5. mm. 97-100. 
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A massive chordal passage ends the piece fortissimo, announcing the triumphant finish of 

the whole work. 



Example 63 . Alexander Tcherepnin. Chant, Op. 52, No. 5. mm 105-110 . 
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Because of the singing nature of the piece, the legato playing of the melody is of the 
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utmost importance. The octave passage marked rinforzando which starts at measure 46 

is usually played freely, then moves forward. 

Example 6-l . Alexander Tcherepnin. Chant, Op. 5], No. 5, mm. 46-49. 
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The big arpeggio at measure 52 resembles the zheng, 192 the musical allusion may be 

realized through a tone. Pedal may be used to avoid a dry sound and to increase the 

ringing effect. 

Example 65. Alexander Tcherepnin. Chant, Op. 52. No. 5. mm. 52-54. 
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192 The zheng ¥- is a long bridged zither with sixteen strings. It is a popular solo 
instrument with accompanying virtuoso techniques and a large repertoire. 
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Conclusion 

Alexander Tcherepnin's life and music were profoundly affected and changed by 

his encounter with Chinese culture. He could not have written these studies without 

firsthand knowledge of Chinese culture. The Five Concert Studies Op. 52 illustrate many 

aspects of Chinese cultural influence. Tcherepnin had, of course, the great advantage of 

living there, but his fremendous interest and diligent study of traditional Chinese art, 

combined with his talent as a composer and his unique musical taste, led him to write 

these successfiil compositions. The greatest reward was surely that his efforts won him 

great respect in China, a country he loved. 

China, the country which has a very long history, has always been curious and 

mysterious to Westerners. Alexander Tcherepnin, through his own perspectives and 

personal experience, took the country's cultural heritage and introduced it to the world. 

His encounter with the orient led to an authentic musical discourse on things Chinese at a 

level that not even Debussy was able to attempt. 

There has been an ongoing discussion on how one can "borrow" foreign, ideas, or 

combine different cultural elements in composing music, especially among Chinese 

composers. This issue was widely debated in the 1950s. He Luting himself wrote a 

famous article entitled "What Kind of Music for China?"to address the desperate need 

and the possible solution for Chinese composers. This article is dated 1956. Tcherepnin 

had certainly set an example long before. But presently, on the verge of stepping into the 

193 He Luting, ""What BCnid of Music for China?" China Reconstructs, Dec. 1956. 
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twenty-first century, we find ourselves at a time when ideas are easily exchanged and 

combined for the greatest benefit of all human beings. We might well ask another 

question: "Where is Western music going?" As China has become more and more open 

to the world, as its economic development has increased dramatically, people fi^om all 

over the world discover and experience the rich culture that the country offers. Chinese 

culture has once again begun to influence the world with its charm. Works with Chinese 

or oriental flavor are found in many media, such as painting, popular music, film, and 

even in the fashion world. It is hoped that classical music will follow the same path and 

that future composers will explore and experience the treasure of Chinese culture in 

order to stimulate their creativity in new and exciting ways. 

Alexander Tcherepnin was definitely a pioneer in the melding of East and West, 

using the typical Chinese musical language and the pentatonic scale, and adopting as 

inspiration the rich artistic forms of the land he came to love. Yet Tcherepnin did not 

paint himself into a comer, he combined his well-developed European composing 

techniques, such as counterpoint, free modulation, meter changes, and chord clusters, 

with Chinese elements to create a very fine and unique synergy in a lasting weave of art. 

Thus, the years Tcherepnin lived in China made a great impact on his life and 

career. It was in China he met his wife, and laid the foundations for a fiiiitful artistic and 

personal union; it was in China that he found brand new devices to extend his musical 

vocabulary; it was in China where he experienced a culture more different than anything 

he had known. The "Chinese elements" discussed in this study refer not only to simple 
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musical devices like the pentatonic scale and the imitating of Chinese instnaments and 

folk theater, but also to the philosophical aspects like the Taoxst and Buddhist beliefs 

which affect people's lives. Tcherepnin's Five Concert Studies Op. 52 are the crowning 

examples of how he absorbed these elements, in a unique and creative way, earning the 

deep appreciation of the Chinese people for his preservation of their traditions. 
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Translation 
Gone With. Pipa 

Bai Juyi 
(In the tenth year of Yuan He I was banished and demoted to be assistant official in Oiu Jiang. 

In the summer of the next year I wo? seeing a friend leave Pen Pu and heard in the midnight from a 
neighbor boat a pipa played in the manner of the capital. Upon inquiry. I found that the player had 
formerly been a dancing girl there and her maturity had been married to a merchant. I invited her to 
my boat to have her play for us. She told me her story, her old days, and her unhappiness. Since my 
departure from the capital I had not felt sad; b ut that night, after I left her, I began to realize the 
consequence of my banishment. And I wrote this long poem — six hundred and twelve characters, 
entitled "Gone with the Pipa.) 

I was bidding a guest farewell, at night on the Xunyang River, 
Where maple-leaves and fiill-grown rushes rustled in the autumn. 
L the hosL had dismounted, my guest had boarded his boat. 
And we raised our cups and wished to diink — but, alas, there was no music. 
For all we had drunk we felt no Joy and were parting from each other. 
When the river widened mysteriously toward the full moon — 
We had heard a sudden sound, a pipa across the water. 
Host forgot to turn back home, and guest to go his way. 
We followed where the melody led and asked the players name. 
The sound broke off... then reluctantly she answered. 
We moved our boat near hers, invited her to join us. 
Summoned more wine and lanterns to recommence our banqueL 
Yet we called and urged a thousand times before she started toward us. 
Still hiding half her face from us behind her pipa. 
She turned the tuning-pegs and tested several strings; 
We could feel what she was feeling, even before she played: 
Each string a meditation, each note a deep thought. 
As if she were telling us the ache of her whole life. 
She knit her brows, fle.\ed her fingers, then began her music. 
Little by little letting her heart share everything with ours. 
She brushed the strings, twisted them slow, swept them, plucked them — 
First the air of the The Rainbow Skirt, then The Six Little Ones. 
The large strings hummed like rain. 
The small strings whispered like a secret. 
Hummed, Whispered - and then were intermingled 
Like a pouring of large and small pearls into a plate of jade. 
We heard an oriole, liquid, hidden among flowers. 
We heard a brook bitterly sob along a bank of sand... 
By the checking of its cold touch, the very string seemed broken 
As though it could not pass; and the notes, dying away 
Into a depth of sorrow and concealment of lament. 
Told even more in silence than th  ̂had told in sound... 
A silver vase abruptly broke with a gush of water. 
And out leapt armoiured horses and weapons that clashed and smote — 
And, before she laid her pick down, she ended with one stroke. 
And all four strings made one sound, as of rending silk... 
There was quiet in the east boat and quiet in the west. 



And we saw the white autumnal moon enter the river's hearL 
When she had slowly placed the pick back among the strings. 

She rose and smoothed her clothing and, formal, courteous. 
Told us how she had spent her girlhood at the capital. 
Living in her parents' house under the Mount of Toads, 
And had mastered the pipa at the age of thirteen. 
With her name recorded first in the class-roU of musicians. 
Her ait the admiration even of experts. 
Her beaut}' the envj' of all the leading dancers. 
How noble youths of Wuling had lavishly competed. 
And numberless red rolls of siUc been given for one song. 
And silver combs with shell inlay been snapped by her rhythms. 
And skirts the color of blood been spoiled with strains of wine... 
Season after seaon, joy had followed joj-. 
Autumn moons and spring winds had passed without her heeding, 
TiU first her brother left for the war, and then her aunt died. 
And evenings went and evenings came, and her beauty faded... 
With ever fewer chariots and horses at her doon 
So that finally she gave herself as wife to a merchant 
Who, prizing monw first, careless how he left her. 
Had gone, a month before, to Fuliang to buy tea. 
And she had been tending an empty boat at the river's mouth. 
No company but the bright moon and the cold water. 
And sometimes in the deep of night she would dream of her triumphs 
And be wakened &om her dreams by the scalding of her tears. 
.. Jler very first pipa-naxs had started me sighing; 
Now, having heard her story, I was sadder still. 
"^We are both imhappy — to the sky's end. 
We meet We understand. What does acquaintance matter? 
I came, a year ago, away firom the capital 
And am now a sick exile here in Qiujiang— 
And so remote is Qiujiang that I have heard no music. 
Neither string nor bamboo, for a whole year. 
My quarters, near the Rrver Town, are low and damp. 
With bitter reeds and yellowed rushes all about the house. 
And what is to be heard here, morning and evening? — 
The bleeding cry of cuckoos, the whimpering of apes. 
On flowery spring mornings and moonlit autumn nights 
I have often taken wine up and drunk it all alone. 
Of course thCT are crude and strident, and grate on my ears. 
And tonight, when I heard you playing your pipa, 
I felt as if nw hearing were bright with fairy-music. 
Do not leave us. Come, sit down. Play for us again. 
And I will write you a ballad to the tune you have just sung." 
... Moved by what I said, she stood there for a moment. 
Then sat again to her strings — and they sounded even sadder. 
Although the times were different from those she had played before... 
the feasters, all listening, covered their faces. 
But who of them all was crying the most? 
This Qiujiang oflSdal. My blue sleeve was wet 
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